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ABSTRACT 

Research philosophies and paradigms (RPPs) reveal researchers’ assumptions and provide 

a systematic way in which research can be carried out effectively and appropriately. Different 

studies highlight cognitive and comprehension challenges of RPPs concepts at the 

postgraduate level. This study develops a natural language processing (NLP) supervised 

classification application that guides students in identifying RPPs applicable to their study. By 

using algorithms rooted in a quantitative research approach, this study builds a corpus 

represented using the Bag of Words model to train the naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, and 

Support Vector Machine algorithms. Computer experiments conducted to evaluate the 

performance of the algorithms reveal that the Naïve Bayes algorithm presents the highest 

accuracy and precision levels. In practice, user testing results show the varying impact of 

knowledge, performance, and effort expectancy. The findings contribute to the minimization 

of issues postgraduates encounter in identifying research philosophies and the underlying 

paradigms for their studies.  
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1 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

Research philosophy refers to the development of knowledge together with the 

source and nature of that knowledge. It guides one in collecting, analysing, and 

using data (Saundars et al., 2012). Research paradigm refers to the system of 

common beliefs, agreements, and assumptions a community has about the world 

around them (Saunders et al., 2009; Kivunja and Kuyini, 2017). These assumptions 

and beliefs shape ones’ understanding of a research question, provide guidance for 

methods to use when conducting the research, and on how to interpret the collected 

data (Saunders et al., 2009; Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). The 

literature reveals that many higher degree research students and some career 

researchers find it difficult to identify the research philosophies and paradigms 

guiding their research (Kivunja and Kuyini, 2017). This study uses Natural Language 

Processing (NLP) techniques to help researchers identify research philosophies and 

paradigms. 

 

NLP has been used in classification, among other tasks, to determine the categories 

of given texts or documents. This has been spurred on by the large volumes of 

digital texts and the need to organize them (Sebastiani, 2002). NLP refers to the use 

of a computer in the manipulation of everyday human languages to produce 

meaningful responses. This study set out to recommend/determine the category of a 

set string of text (T) using a supervised classifier given a fixed set of research 

philosophy and paradigm categories (C = C1, C2, C3, …. Cn). These categories of 

research philosophies and paradigms (RPPs) were sourced from various philosophy 

publications such as PhilPapers, Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Google 

Scholar, IBSS, Philosophy Basics publications, journals, and theses. The 

recommendation of RPPs is achieved through manipulating responses provided by a 

system user and mapping them to target RPPs categories or labels most linked to a 

user’s expressed ideas.   

 

NLP relies on machine learning algorithms such as naïve Bayes, logic regression, 

support vector machine (SVM), and decision trees for classification. These 

algorithms have been used in various NLP problems such as spam detection and 

sentiment analysis (Romanov, 2014; Sebastiani, 2002). This study experimented 
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with the naïve Bayes, logistic regression, and SVM algorithms trained with 

predefined categories of RPPs texts gathered into a corpus. Based on Python’s 

classification report function, the naïve Bayes outperformed the other algorithms and 

was thus selected as the best algorithm suited for this study. 

 

The study also set out to collect text data, which included the epistemology, 

ontology, and axiology components of each of the RPPs categories into the corpus 

used to train the algorithms. The Bag of Words (BoW) model was used to represent 

the RPPs data utilized to train the classification algorithms. Chapter 5 discusses the 

results. 

 

By recommending RPPs at the onset of a research project, the developed NLP 

application contributes significantly to establishing which methods researchers can 

use to collect, analyse, and interpret the data gathered through their research. This 

gives researchers a holistic view of the knowledge generation process and provides 

a general perspective on how they relate to the knowledge they are generating. It is 

envisaged that this will contribute to researchers' creativity and can also improve the 

research quality.  

 

From the computer experiment results carried out to evaluate the performance of the 

algorithms, Naïve Bayes reveals the highest precision level of 85%, the accuracy of 

70%, recall rate of 76%, and an f1-score of 76% for the study. Hence, it was used to 

create a web application to classify user input into research philosophies and 

paradigms categories. In practice, user testing results show the varying impact of 

knowledge, performance, and effort expectancy that yield moderate but significant 

improvement to cognitive and comprehension of research philosophies and 

paradigms at the postgraduate level. The remainder of this chapter provides a 

general review of the context of research philosophies and paradigms. The chapter 

further presents the problem statement, purpose, objectives, research questions, 

significance, scope, limitations of the study, and the research methodology. The 

chapter concludes with an outline of subsequent chapters and a chapter summary.  
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1.1. Context of the Research 

 

The knowledge generation and production process in academe requires a lot of 

understanding and lies at the core of research philosophies and paradigms. The sky-

rocketing investment in learning, teaching, and induction of researchers to increase 

technical, conceptual, and professional human capacity at higher education 

institutions is a testament to the need to understand these concepts (Lamont 2014; 

Polster & Newson, 2007). 

  
Researchers’ approach to investigating a chosen study topic is dependent on how 

they think about the problem and how it can be studied to achieve results. 

Researchers have their own views about their topic of choice. These views guide 

their beliefs, assumptions, and how they think about society and help in forming a 

structure to establish how they view the world around them (Chilisa & Kawulich, 

2012). According to Makombe (2017), a research process must be guided by a 

particular paradigm. However, he further notes that many researchers never mention 

their guiding paradigm due to the confusion that arises about the relationship 

between paradigms, research methods, and research designs. 

 

To avoid the sometimes narrow definitions of concepts and to prevent confusion, this 

study defines research paradigm as typical ways in which a group of people has 

common beliefs, share the same values and assumptions about how research 

design in a particular field of study (Mittwede, 2012). According to Chilisa and 

Kawulich (2012), the following attributes characterize research paradigms: 

 Ontology – A belief system that represents an individual’s understanding of 

what constitutes reality 

 Epistemology – The analysis of the nature of knowledge, the logic of and 

reason for belief. 

 Methodology – The systematic methods followed in enquiring about a 

phenomenon in a particular area of research 

 

According to Flowers (2009), any research undertaking should consider different 

research paradigms, ontologies, and epistemologies because they influence how a 

study is conducted. He further notes that a lack of understanding of these aspects of 
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research will invariably lead to a researcher opting for methods that are not 

compatible with a researcher’s stance, therefore leading to incoherent study results. 

Saunders et al. (2012) assert that having an appropriate research strategy is 

important because the strategy ensures that: 

- the research issues are addressed in a manner that is relevant and consistent 

with the overall research topic; 

- research questions are addressed holistically; 

- the research is in line with its intended purpose; and 

- it outlines the general standards of hypothetical reasoning, a technique for 

comprehension, point of view, and mindfulness, which are all used to get 

information on the real world 

This study leveraged the power of NLP classification algorithms in developing an 

application that focused on the multi-label classification of user input into RPPs 

categories. Most importantly, it introduces the concepts of research philosophies 

and paradigms to researchers in a comprehensive, objective way by analysing 

the ideas a researcher provides, and mapping them into relevant philosophies 

and paradigms. The following section details the problem statement. 

 

1.2. Problem Statement 

 

According to Kivunja and Kuyini (2017), the articulation of research paradigms as a 

concept is quite elusive to most scholars and equally challenging to apply in 

research proposals. Researchers have limited exposure to the research paradigm 

and philosophical stance at their disposal and suitable for their chosen research 

questions (Mertens, 2014). Consequently, researchers have insufficient knowledge 

about the value that an appropriate research paradigm or philosophy can have on 

their knowledge production process (Mertens, 2014). The lack of knowledge about 

research philosophies and paradigms makes it difficult for researchers to ascertain 

the kind of methodology to use to formulate a research problem and determine an 

effective and appropriate way of collecting, processing, and analysing data 

(Žukauskas et al., 2018). Mertens (2014) points out that not having an understanding 

of one’s paradigm or its associated philosophical assumption does not necessarily 
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mean that a researcher does not have any assumptions; instead, it reveals a bane 

that impacts the quality of knowledge production. 

 

This study is designed to solve this problem of unexamined and unrecognized 

assumptions by predicting and exploring various appropriate models through a set of 

typologies or parameters responded to by users (researchers). Furthermore, the 

study intends to enhance teaching and learning by using natural language 

processing (NLP) to develop an annotated dataset or corpus of research 

philosophies and paradigms (RPPs). The annotated data in the corpus is used 

simultaneously with supervised machine learning – the naïve Bayes, Support Vector 

Machines, and Logistic Regression algorithms – to classify input, thereby 

recommending or predicting the philosophical stance and the underlying paradigm 

adopted by researchers for their knowledge production process. Thus, the 

information will be extracted and transformed from various sources on existing 

concepts and definitions of research philosophies and paradigms. The study used 

the RPPs corpus to train the machine learning supervised classification algorithms to 

simplify the complexity embedded in identifying research paradigms and 

philosophies by classifying input text into RPPs categories. This will enhance the 

knowledge production and development process, thereby improving teaching and 

learning. 

 

1.3. Aim and Objectives of Research 

 

The study aimed to improve the learning and teaching process by developing a 

specialised corpus of research philosophies and paradigms and using a model that 

will classify input variables into research philosophies and paradigms (RPPs) 

categories. This was done through a natural language processing interface and 

machine learning algorithms that access the RPPs categories. The result was to 

determine the research philosophies and underlying paradigms that researchers can 

adopt for their knowledge production process. 
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1.4. Research Objectives 

 

To simplify the complexity entailed in understanding or establishing the philosophies 

and underlying paradigms necessary to augment the teaching and learning process, 

the study endeavoured to meet the following objectives:  

a. Extract and transform information of existing definitions and concepts 

constituting research philosophies and paradigms from various sources and 

build a corpus or knowledge base of philosophies and paradigms that will be 

used for algorithm training purposes 

b.  Train and test the performance of a supervised classification algorithm with 

the created RPPs corpus and use the algorithm to build an application to 

determine researchers’ philosophical stance 

c. Evaluate the application’s ability to recommend a research philosophy and 

paradigm through user testing  

 

1.5. Research Questions 

 

This research project seeks to answer the following questions: 

a) What components makeup research philosophy and paradigm, and which key 

texts will be stored in a corpus as features to be used in the RPPs categories? 

b) Which supervised classification algorithm is suitable for determining a 

researcher’s philosophical stance? 

c) What are the effects of the application on the different technology acceptance 

model constructs? 

 

1.6. Significance of the Study 

 

The study intends to make theoretical, practical, and methodological contributions in 

the knowledge generation process. In practice, the study intends to contribute to the 

minimization of issues researchers encounter in identifying research philosophies 

and underlying paradigms in line with their research as outlined by Chilisa and 

Kawulich (2012); Makombe (2017); Mkansi and Acheampong (2012). 
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From theory, the problem statement being pursued by this study will provide a great 

contribution in enhancing knowledge production in teaching and learning. A literature 

review has not yielded any positive results in establishing a corpus/dataset of 

research philosophies and paradigms, nor an application that uses NLP technologies 

in classifying user input into RPPs categories. Therefore, this study makes a 

significant contribution by developing a natural language processing (NLP) 

application and a corpus that will be used for the classification or prediction of RPPs 

for researchers. This project can add value to the study of NLP in line with what 

other researchers in similar fields have done. For example, Crowston et al. (2012) 

explored NLP techniques in social research. The paper was written to demonstrate 

how NLP can be used, for qualitative data analysis to provide advanced analytic 

capabilities to help reduce the amount of textual data analysis a human would need 

to perform. This study intends to elevate the discoveries similar to those of Crowston 

et al. (2012).  

 

1.7. Scope and Limitations of the Study 

 

As this study was primarily designed to help researchers identify research 

philosophies and underlying paradigms for their studies, a classification model was 

trained only with the RPPs categories. The output from the application only shows a 

researcher’s view of the world. It does not recommend nor provide further insight into 

the type of methods or techniques used for collecting, analyzing, and interpreting 

research data based on each of the research philosophies and paradigms produced 

as output. This inability to recommend the methods to be used constitutes a 

limitation of this study that needs further exploration.  

 

Further, the only available sources of information on research philosophies and 

paradigms are in the form of unstructured content such as encyclopaedia (e.g., the 

Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy), dictionaries (e.g., The Oxford Dictionary of 

Philosophy), libraries (e.g., The Philosophical Library) and indexes (e.g., 

Philosopher’s Index) (Szarko, 2017). Although the limitation was addressed by 

developing a corpus containing structured information on as many paradigms and 

philosophies as possible, the process was laborious. The process required the 

https://plato.stanford.edu/
http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199541430.001.0001/acref-9780199541430
http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199541430.001.0001/acref-9780199541430
http://libraries.mit.edu/get/philosophers
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identification of components and attributes that make up a paradigm and philosophy. 

The algorithms' performance was also identified as another limitation of the study but 

improved with the increase of the dataset. 

 

1.8. Overview of Research Method 

 

Text classification refers to the task of NLP that facilitates the process of allocating 

texts to predefined labels. This study aims to develop an application that will classify 

user input into research philosophy and paradigm categories postgraduate students’ 

cognitive and comprehension dimensions. This is achieved by training machine 

learning classification algorithms using text data relevant to RPPs and deploying the 

best performing algorithm to create the RPP application. In this section, the process 

followed in producing the RPPs classification system is described as shown in the 

workflow in Figure 1.1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following steps are followed in developing the RPPs classification application:  

a.) Text data on RPPs were collected from various online sources, including Google 

Scholar, IBSS, Encyclopedia, PhilPapers, theses, and journals to create the 

corpus. The study set out to find texts about research philosophies and 

paradigms from the various sources, and the search yielded a total of 323, of 

which only 180 were used for this study. The framework established by 

Saunders et al. (2009) was followed in identifying the RPPs components to be 

used, which focuses on how people get to know what they know, how people 

Create RMI 

application 

Data collection 

Classifier 

Performance 

evaluatation 

Build the 

classifiers 
Feature selection 

Pre-processing Feature extraction 

Figure 1.1 The RPP classification app development process. 
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view the world around them, and the nature of values in relation to research as 

prescribed by each RPP.  

b.) Pre-processing was done on the collected text to standardize and normalize it by 

checking for typing errors and removing capitalization in preparation to train the 

classifying algorithm. Pre-processing of text included tokenizing, lemmatizing, 

data annotation, removing stop words, punctuation, and non-alphabetic 

characters. Section 4.4 further describes the processes used in creating and 

preparing the RPPs corpus to learn the ML classification algorithms. 

c.) Features were then extracted from the standardized and normalized text to 

represent the text as numerical vectors creating a vocabulary for each RPP 

category in the corpus. The BoW model was used to represent the pre-

processed text in vectors of equivalent length.  

d.) A subset of the extracted features was selected from the original text data to 

improve classifier scalability, accuracy, and efficiency by constructing vector 

space. This is achieved by retaining words with the highest score based on how 

important the words are in an RPPs category (Kaur & Saini, 2015). 

d.) The study then experimented with classification models to select one. The 

process started with the splitting of the created RPPs corpus into a train and a 

test set. The train set was then used to learn the classifiers, after which the 

classifiers were tested using the test set to validate their performance.  

e.) The performance of the classifiers given the same train and test data was 

compared for accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-measure.  

f.) The naïve Bayes classifier was selected to create the RPPs classification 

application based on its performance compared to the other classifiers. The 

technology acceptance model (TAM) was used to evaluate the usability of the 

application by system users. 

 

The collection of RPPs text data gathered in this study enabled the training and 

validation of the naïve Bayes, logistic regression, and the SVM classification 

algorithms. While each algorithm was evaluated for performance using F1-measure, 

precision, recall, and accuracy, the naïve Bayes classifier performed better than the 

rest (the results are discussed in Chapter 5) and was thus used for the RPPs 

application.   
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This section provided an overview of the research methods and strategies applied in 

the study. A detailed discussion of the methods and strategy will be outlined in 

Chapter 3. The study used a mixed approach as it is deemed an appropriate 

methodology. According to Oberiri (2017), quantitative research is aimed at the 

analysis and the quantifying of phenomena to acquire results through the application 

of specific statistical techniques. He further argues that quantitative methods are 

divided into the following categories: experimental research, correlational research, 

causal-comparative research, and survey research. 

  

The distinct benefit of using quantitative research methods is that the data gathered 

can be tested, its reliability can be ascertained, its subjective interpretation avoided, 

and errors mitigated (Devault, 2019). This study relies on experimentation and 

observation as part of the quantitative approach and therefore uses positivism as its 

research paradigm. The suitability of this research paradigm is confirmed by 

Saunders et al. (2009) when they argue that the positivist paradigm guides the 

assumption of a quantitative approach. 

 

1.9. Chapter Summary 

 

This study successfully trained and evaluated a classification model using the 

collected corpus data. The corpus data consisted of data that best described the 

epistemology, ontology, and axiology aspects of the RPPs. The best performing 

classifier, the naïve Bayes with an 85% precision, was then used to create a web 

application to classify user input into research philosophies and paradigms 

categories. User testing of the system following the TAM was done to assess 

whether the system achieved its objective of helping researchers establish their 

RPP, thereby improving teaching and learning. 

 

This chapter provided an introduction to the study by stating the purpose of the 

research and the research problem. Furthermore, the study presented the context of 

the study, the research questions, its significance, scope, and limitations. Ultimately, 

the chapter presented a brief overview of the research approach adopted and 

concluded with the chapter summary.  
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2 CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The large volumes of digital texts and the need to have them organized has seen an 

exponential increase in automated text classification technologies in the last couple 

of years in the industry and academic communities (Sebatiani, 2002; Lei et al., 2010; 

Kaur & Saini, 2015). Text classification is usually designed as a learning task. A 

classifier is trained on how to differentiate between categories or labels based on 

features extracted from corpus data. The process of classifying text typically involves 

the use of machine learning algorithms whose accuracy is dependent on the amount 

of available annotated data (Lei et al., 2010). Classification algorithms include 

support vector machines (SVM), the Rocchio classifiers, Naive Bayes, Maximum 

Entropy (Sebatiani, 2002; Lei et al., 2010). 

 

This chapter presents text classification research, followed by the theoretical 

concepts involved in natural language processing and the application of machine 

learning algorithms in classifying text. This is then followed by a review of the 

literature on corpora; the chapter also shows the importance of research 

philosophies and paradigms in conducting research and concludes with a summary. 

 

2.1 Related Work 

 

Natural language processing (NLP) technologies have become more sophisticated in 

recent years (Hirschberg & Manning, 2015). However, no research has been 

published about the application of NLP or machine learning for the classification of 

text into research philosophy and paradigm categories. Similarly, there are no 

corpora for research philosophies and paradigms. The extant literature refers to the 

use of specialized corpora for the classification or prediction of results in such fields 

as medicine, politics, and customer relationship management due to the 

unavailability of relevant corpora (Connor & Upton, 2004). These corpora have been 

created using multiple resources, including the internet, databases, medical journals, 

and inaugural speeches (Ogren et al., 2006). This section discusses work done in 

relation to this research study (see APPENDIX F for journal information). It focuses 

particularly on the use of classifiers in assigning predefined categories to text (topic 
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modelling), provides related studies on using the Bag of Words model, research 

philosophies and paradigms studies, and an overview on corpora. 

 

2.1.1. Text classification or topic modelling 

 

Literature does not reveal any work done in relation to the use of NLP for the 

prediction or classification of user ideas and concepts into research philosophies and 

paradigms; however, NLP has been used in marketing research (Leeson et al., 

2019; Yu & Kwok, 2011), aviation (Kumar & Zymbler, 2019; Xu & Kumar, 2015; 

Tanguy et al., 2016; Abdebin et al., 2010), and education (Bhatnagar et al., 2016; 

Waters et al., 2017; Ananiadou, 2010). Leeson et al. (2019) explored the use of NLP 

(topic modelling and Word2Vec) in analysing qualitative data from interview 

transcripts, the results of which were terms that accurately defined the subjects of 

interviewees’ ideas and concepts. Yu and Kwok (2011) found that an SVM classifier 

with term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) weighted part of speech 

features performed better than one trained with word features in classifying direct 

marketing and communication messages into predefined topics. In aviation, 

feedback obtained from Twitter where features were extracted using Glove dictionary 

word embedding and n-grams to classify customer experience were classified using 

SVM (support vector machine), convolutional neural network (CNN), and several 

ANN (artificial neural network). The results showed that CNN outperforms the other 

models in identifying associations that could help airlines improve customer 

experience (Kumar & Zymbler, 2019). At the centre of text classification is the bag of 

words model (BoW) used for representing text data in machine learning. It 

represents data in a numerical form that makes it possible for computers to 

understand. According to Brownlee (2017) and Kowsari et al. (2019), the BoW has 

been successfully used by machine learning in applications such as computer vision, 

Bayesian spam filters, NLP, information retrieval, document classification, and 

machine learning. Section 4.4 discusses in detail the use of the BoW model for this 

study. While the studies provide a great platform for the classification of data, they 

equally reveal a gap in research philosophies and paradigms. 
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2.1.2. Research philosophies and paradigms 

 

The literature reveals studies that have been conducted to explain the concepts of 

research philosophies and paradigms which researchers need to understand in order 

to apply them in their studies (Creswell, 2013; Khaldi, 2017; Makombe, 2017; 

Kivunja & Kuyini, 2017; Scotland, 2012; Saunders 2009). These studies speak to the 

objective of assisting researchers in designing effective research proposals and 

applying methodologies best suited to a researcher’s choice of research paradigm by 

exploring the philosophical underpinnings of their research (Scotland, 2012). 

 

Saunders et al. (2009) go as far as creating a framework, referred to as the research 

onion, which shows the process involved in knowledge development. The research 

onion framework posits that the research process should be based on a philosophy 

that will inform the method and strategy to be adopted (Saunders et al., 2009). 

Scotland (2012) shows how philosophy supports research by linking the 

methodology and methods of research to the epistemology and ontology of research 

philosophy. Khaldi (2017) shows the techniques to be used in some of the research 

paradigms, while Kivunja and Kuyini (2017) provide a rationale for a researcher’s 

choice of paradigm and also suggest how they can “locate their research into a 

paradigm”.  

 

Previous studies tend to focus on a maximum of five research philosophies, with the 

most prevalent ones being interpretivism, pragmatism, positivism, constructivism and 

realism (Bajpai, 2011; Saunders et al., 2012; Dudoskiy, 2018; Zakauskas, 2018). 

Awareness of just a few research philosophies and paradigms limits researchers’ 

methods. So far, the literature does not reveal any studies that have ventured into 

NLP and ML's use in recommending RPPs to researchers as this study has done. 

The following section gives a brief overview of corpora and their use in NLP. 

 

2.1.3. Corpora 

 

The literature shows that there is currently no available corpus suitable for training a 

classification model for research philosophies and paradigms. Hence, this study 
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intends to create a specialised corpus of research philosophies and paradigms. Most 

NLP tasks have used data accessible from search engines, and their performance 

improves in relation to the increase of data in a corpus (Liu & Curran, 2006; Xiao, 

2010; Wallgrün et al., 2014; Wagner et al., 2018).  Wagner et al. (2018) developed a 

corpus from Twitter messages and extracted term features. They then applied text 

processing, including term frequencies, feature selection, and stop word removal. 

Further detail about the development of the RPPs corpus is discussed in Section 4.4. 

 

The related studies discussed in this section show the application of text 

classification in various industries for target marketing and improving user 

experience. They also provided an overview of the Bag of Words (BoW) model and 

its use in text classification. The section also provided a review of studies based on 

research philosophies and paradigms related to the availability of a corpus, NLP, and 

machine learning. The following section provides a theoretical background on text 

classification. 

 

2.2. Theoretical Background  

 

This study is rooted in two theoretical frameworks: the theory of knowledge, the 

governing theory behind the research philosophies and paradigms concept, and the 

NLP theory that provides the tools or techniques through which the knowledge 

theory can better be understood using technology. The following sections discuss 

both the theories of knowledge and NLP. 

2.2.1. The theory of knowledge 

 

Knowledge is described in Merriam-Webster (n.d.) as the scope of understanding or 

acquaintance with concepts and can be created or acquired through practice, 

collaboration, interaction, and education. The theory of knowledge posits that to 

create reliable knowledge about research phenomena, the philosophical approach 

and paradigm that form the basis for the researcher need to be identified (Žukauskas 

et al., 2018). Research philosophy provides a systematic insight into a researcher’s 

thoughts. It forms the basis for the research because it helps with the formulation of 

the research question, the choice of a research strategy, the collection of data, the 
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processing, and analysis of the collected data in research (Žukauskas et al., 2018; 

Saunders et al., 2009; Guba & Lincoln,1994). Research paradigms are related to the 

philosophical stance and provide a conceptual framework or a set of assumptions 

that guide how research is carried out (as shown in Figure 2.1). According to 

Saunders et al. (2009), these are the epistemological, ontological, and axiological 

assumptions about the phenomena being researched as discussed in the next 

subsection.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.1.1. Epistemology 

According to Lawson (2000), the theory of knowledge posits that in order to acquire 

reliable knowledge, one must be aware of their epistemic stance as it determines the 

kind of knowledge that is created, gathered, and presented. The creation, gathering, 

and presentation of this knowledge is based on a particular epistemic stance’s 

systematic view on reality, knowledge of the reality, and the meaning that can be 

ascribed to that reality (Mittwede, 2012; Saunders et al., 2009; Guba & 

Lincoln,1994). According to Brix (2014, 2017) and Lyles (2014), the epistemic stance 

concerns itself with the individual and collective creation of different kinds of 

knowledge, which can be achieved through various social and cognitive processes of 

action and interaction. Therefore, it follows that to conduct research, one needs to 

develop assumptions about the research, its nature, and knowledge (Žukauskas, 

2018; Brix, 2014). These assumptions are based on how one views the world around 

Philosophy Paradigm 
Epistemology 

Ontology 
Axiology 

Figure 2.1 Relationship between research philosophies and 
paradigms 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0956522116302470#bib0050
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0956522116302470#bib0220
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0956522116302470#bib0050
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them, the nature of reality, and the impact of values on the research described in the 

next subsections (Mittwede, 2012). 

 

2.2.1.2. Ontology 

Ontology refers to how researchers see the world around them and formulate reality 

about the structure and nature of things, often independently of their existence 

(Merriam-Webster, n.d.; Guarino et al., 2009). The ontology describes the nature and 

structure of things based on their shared conceptualization or how they are generally 

categorized and their relations (Harispe et al., 2015; Guarino et al., 2009).  Ontology 

aims at answering questions such as the ones that follow: 

  What things exist?  

  What categories do things belong to?  

  Does objective reality exist? 

  What is the meaning of the verb “to be”? 

Ontology is closely linked to a researcher’s understanding and view of their world. 

This provides them with philosophical, theoretical, and methodical foundation to base 

their research (Žukauskas, 2018; Harispe et al., 2015; Guarino et al., 2009). 

 

2.2.1.3. Axiology 

Axiology refers to the philosophical study of goodness and value (Harispe et al., 

2015; Guarino et al., 2009). These values are further categorized into ethics and 

aesthetics. Ethics are linked to daily human actions and the questioning of morals. 

Therefore, they are focused on the classification of actions or things as good or bad 

and the degree to which they belong to such classification (Schroeder, 2016; 

Mubeshera, 2012). Aesthetics involve the scrutiny of how things appear and 

establishing the subjective value of beauty in things.  

The theory of knowledge discussed in this section provides essential concepts that 

this study considered in developing the application for recommending research 

philosophies and paradigms using natural language processing. The next section 
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discusses the theoretical concept of text classification using natural language 

processing. 

The theory of knowledge discussed in this section provides essential concepts that 

this study considered in developing the application for recommending research 

philosophies and paradigms using natural language processing. The next section 

discusses the theoretical concept of text classification in NLP. 

 

2.2.2. The theory of classification in natural language processing 

 

NLP, an artificial intelligence application, is considered the bridge between 

computational linguistics and computer science (Frankhauser, 2015; Novoseltseva, 

2017). NLP introduces computational techniques that have been theoretically 

motivated to analyze and represent texts that occur naturally at some or other level 

of linguistic analysis. It is meant to grant applications processing capabilities like 

humans (Hirschberg & Manning, 2015; Kumar 2012). NLP deals with language 

aspects such as phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics (Couto, 

2015; Kumar, 2012; Kurdi, 2016).  

According to Reynoso (2019), NLP facilitates getting computer systems to 

understand the complex and diverse human text and speech to interpret and 

establish their intent. NLP further enables computer systems to resolve ambiguous 

and confusing human language by adding structure to unstructured input data 

(Reynoso, 2019, Filannino, n.d). 

NLP has been applied in sentiment analysis, topic labelling and text or document 

classification (Brownlee, 2018). The accomplishment of these tasks relies heavily on 

machine learning algorithms to help machines understand nuances in human 

language (Marr, 2016). The next section provides a theoretical discussion of text 

classification as applied in this study.  

2.2.2.1. Text classification 

Text classification refers to the task of NLP that enables the classification of text into 

one category or another based on its content. Text classifiers have been used to 

organise, structure, and categorise various texts from a wide range of sources such 

https://www.google.co.za/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Wilber+Fankhauser%22
https://monkeylearn.com/blog/author/javier-couto/
https://learn.g2.com/author/rebecca-reynoso
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as files, the web, journals, documents, and user input. NLP text classification is 

divided into the following categories:  

2.2.2.1.1. Machine learning-based systems 

 

Machine learning-based systems use statistical techniques (or algorithms) to 

enable computers to parse historical pre-labelled data and learn from it for text 

classification or predictive analysis (Bonaccorso, 2018; Dangeti, 2017; Genzel, 

2016). The experience gained from the data is used to improve or make 

predictions without being expressly programmed (induction); for instance, 

computers learn by themselves through exposure to data (Bonaccorso, 2018; 

Marr, 2016). Figure 2.2 depicts the involvement of machine learning algorithms in 

Natural Language Processing (NLU and NLG).  

 

Figure 2.2 Use of ML in NLP (Conversia, 2017) 

 

ML algorithms can learn how to associate text; for a particular input, they can link 

it to an expected output. ML algorithms cannot work on the raw text; therefore text 

needs to undergo a process called feature extraction or engineering that enables 

the conversion of the raw text into numerical vectors. The process of transforming 

the data into vectors is done through the use of the BoW, Term Frequency–

Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), One-Hot Encoding, or distributed 

representation methods (Le & Mikolov, 2014). Following the feature extraction 

process, algorithms are trained on how to identify data using the created vectors. 

The process involves splitting historical data into a train and test set; the latter is 
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used to validate the algorithm. Figure 2.3 shows the process followed in training a 

classifier.  

 

Figure 2.3 Process for training a classifier (Springboard,  2020) 

 

ML algorithms are categorized into three types: supervised, semi-supervised and 

unsupervised learning (Brownlee, 2018), as depicted in Figure 2.4 and discussed 

in the sections that follow. 
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Figure 2.4 Machine Learning categories 

 

2.2.2.1.1.1. Unsupervised machine learning 

 

These are machine learning techniques where the models require no 

supervision because they can discover information independently (Brownlee, 

2019; Kaur & Saini, 2015). The models use and analyse unlabelled data for 

the discovery of patterns and features used for classification. Unsupervised 

learning models typically use clustering and association algorithms. 
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2.2.2.1.1.2. Supervised machine learning 

 

Supervised machine learning algorithms are those algorithms whose 

mapping function is provided with a set of training data from which it can 

learn to identify patterns used for predictions (Brownlee, 2015; Garbade, 

2018). The training data gets split into a training and testing set. The training 

set is used to learn how to classify using certain characteristics in the set. 

The test set validates whether the algorithm can classify and is performing 

as expected. Supervised machine learning algorithms are typically grouped 

into the following categories (Brownlee, 2019; Garbade, 2018; Kaur & Saini, 

2015):- 

 Regression:– in regression algorithms, learning is based on the 

identification of patterns in input where continuous outcomes are 

calculated and predicted, resulting in a numerical output the 

regression (continuous numerical output). 

  

 Classification:– Classification, one of the basic functions in data-

mining, is used to structure natural language texts by 

automatically assigning predefined labels or categories in a 

process called supervised text classification (Bird et al., 2009). 

This task of classifying text is achieved by using classification 

algorithms that analyse and identify elements in the content of 

input texts and assign them pre-defined categories or class labels 

(Eisenstein, 2018; Vyatkina, 2014). According to Lei et al. (2010) 

and Vyatkina (2014), text classification algorithms have many 

practical applications in NLP. They have been used in industry 

and academic networks for sentiment analysis, topic modelling, 

cybercrime prevention, knowledge management, intent discovery, 

targeted marketing, and automation of CRM tasks. 

Supervised text classification is regarded as a learning task due to the 

requirement to learn or train a classifier on using text features to distinguish 

between categories available in a given set of texts (Lei et al., 2010). The 

features used to train classifiers are automatically extracted from a myriad of 

labelled texts and/or documents. The automatic learning process requires 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Vyatkina%2C+Nina
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Vyatkina%2C+Nina
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the deployment of statistical and machine learning techniques such as the 

Bayesian classifier, BoW model, maximum entropy, decision tree, SVM, 

nearest-neighbour classifiers, and logistic regression models (Pérez-Ortiz et 

al., 2016). The next section briefly overviews the BoW classification and 

naïve Bayes classifier models used in this study. The following section 

provides a description of the algorithms in this study. 

 

2.2.2.1.1.3. naïve Bayes classifier 

 

Naïve Bayes classifiers are statistical algorithms used in text classification. 

They are modelled around the Bayes Theorem, which assumes that features 

used for the category or class prediction are independent of other features in 

the same class (Dai et al., 2007; Peng et al., 2004; Ray, 2015). This 

assumption is based on the use of each individual event's occurrence based 

on the computation of the conditional probabilities of the occurrence of two 

events (Agarwal, 2012). This means that each feature in a class contributes 

to the probability of an item belonging to that class, with an algorithm 

computing the likelihood of an event belonging to a specific category. 

Owing to their acquisitive learning character and the ability to predict across 

multiple classes, the naïve Bayes classifiers yield far better results and have 

a high success rate compared to other classifying algorithms (Dai et al., 

2007; Ray, 2015). The naïve Bayes classifiers need less training data and 

perform better in cases where feature independence is assumed and when 

confronted with categorical input variables based on text instead of 

numerical values (Ray, 2015). They are mostly used in text classification, 

spam filtering, sentiment analysis, multi-class prediction, real-time prediction, 

and recommendation systems. 

 

The family of naïve Bayes classifiers is composed of the Bernoulli, which can 

be applied in the presence or absence of features. Bernoulli is a binary 

algorithm, the multinomial algorithm that considers feature vector frequency 

for multi-label classification, and the Gaussian algorithm that is only applied 

with a continuous distribution of features (Ray, 2015; Brownlee, 2016).  
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Naïve Bayes classifiers have a wide application and success in NLP; 

however, their limitation lies in the assumption that predictors are 

independent and cannot be classified in cases where they do not have pre-

trained categories (Ray, 2015).  

 

2.2.2.1.1.4. Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers 

 

Another supervised classification algorithm experimented within this study is 

theSVM. According to Agarwal and Xhiao (2012), SVM classifiers achieve 

their classification by first determining optimal boundaries inherent in 

different classes using linear or non-linear delineations between different 

classes to partition the data space. SVMs use a small subset of data to 

separate it across a decision boundary, making them probabilistic binary 

linear classifiers (Bridgelall, 2017). SVMs also do not require a lot of data to 

train WITH to provide accurate classification results; however, as they are 

binary classifiers, they do not work well with multi-label classification 

problems. Although the SVM classifiers perform very well with limited data, 

in cases where there are overlapping classes, their performance is below 

average as they are not tuned to explain classifications based on 

probabilities. 

 

2.2.2.1.1.5. Logistic Regression (LR) 

 

The logistic regression (LR) is a predictive analysis ML learning algorithm that 

used the probability concept to solve classification problems. This algorithm 

uses the sigmoid function (as shown in figure 2.5) to determine the probability 

of data belonging to either one of two classes, denoted by 0 and 1, as it is a 

binary classifier. To enable the multiclass classification experiment required for 

this study, the one-vs-rest scheme or the cross-entropy loss is applied by 

passing values to the multi-class argument in Python. The default one-vs-rest 

(OvR) scheme was used in training the LR algorithm to classify RPPs. 
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Figure 2.5 Sigmoid function and graph for the SVM algorithm 

 

2.2.2.1.2. Rule-based systems 

 

This kind of classification system uses a set of handcrafted linguistic rules for the 

prediction of text categories. The rules are based on the context of text elements 

that are semantically relevant to identify target categories. Rube-based 

classification algorithms are typically divided into:  

Rule Induction Algorithms follow the IF_THEN tree structure extracted from 

data through association rule mining, data mining methods or sequential 

covering algorithms Tung (2016). 

Rule Ranking Measures algorithms  use a ranking system to rules that are 

used to predict categories or classes. They base their prediction on 

measuring the usefulness of a rule using predetermined values. Rule 

ranking measures are used in both rule induction algorithms to trim out rules 

that are not necessary to improve their efficiency (Tung, 2016). 

Class prediction algorithms learn from training sets that have known 

classes and validated using test data sets for validation to predict new cases 

(Tung, 2016). 

 

2.2.2.1.3. Hybrid algorithms 

 

These kinds of algorithms are a combination of rule-based and machine learning 

algorithms. 
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Machine learning approaches to text classification rely on a collection of data 

referred to as a corpus to learn from. A corpus provides data for machine learning 

approaches and real language for the evaluation of the algorithms. The following 

section provides an overview of corpora used with machine learning. 

 

2.3. Overview of Corpora 

 

Automatic text classification of natural language depends on the availability of a 

collection of texts, or a corpus, to train a machine learning algorithm on how to 

classify texts. Corpora are important in NLP because they provide data for machine 

learning approaches and provide real language to evaluate algorithms. Corpora 

contain a collection of annotated texts that have been specifically sampled to be 

utilized in NLP tasks (Liu & Curran, 2006). They are generally constructed for a 

specific purpose and are usually representative of the genre they are constructed for. 

An example of some of the different kinds of corpora follows: 

 

General corpora - represent a full range of language use varieties. They contain 

massive volumes of text from various domains of both spoken and written language 

(Leech, 1995). 

 

Historical corpora - These kinds of corpora contain language texts from different 

periods. They are used to study the evolution of language over time. The ARCHER 

(A Representative Corpus of Historical English Registers) is one such corpus. 

 

Specialised corpora - These kinds of corpora contain texts belonging to a particular 

context or genre. They usually have a finite number of texts, the size of which is 

manageable. Such corpora include the International Corpus of Learner English, the 

Michigan Corpus of Spoken English, the Reuters Newswire Topic Classification, and 

the Nottingham Health Communication Corpus. 

 

The following corpora have been used for NLP and machine learning tasks, including 

information retrieval, classification, text summarization, machine translation, and 

teaching and learning.  

http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/reuters21578/reuters21578.html
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 The DIALOG mathematical proof dataset (Wolska et al., 2004) - A Wizard-of-

Oz dataset involving an automated tutoring system that attempts to advise 

students on proving mathematical theorems 

 British National Corpus (BNC) (Leech, 1995) - contains approximately 10 

million words of dialogue used for thesauri, grammar books, teaching 

material, and usage guides, among others (Aston, 2000). 

 The BROWN corpus - acclaimed as the first million-word English corpus to be 

published electronically, is used for part of speech tagging. 

 Gutenberg Corpus - contains free text derived from electronic books by 

Project Gutenberg. 

Research shows that there is currently no available corpus suitable for training a 

classification model for research philosophies and paradigms. For this reason, this 

study motivates the creation of a specialised corpus of research philosophies and 

paradigms. According to Liu and Curran (2006), most NLP tasks have used data 

accessible from search engines, and their performance improves with the increase in 

data in a corpus. Such tasks include machine translation, text summarization, and 

document classification. 

 

2.4. Chapter Summary 

 

This chapter presented related studies conducted in other fields and the theoretical 

background of this study. It also discussed the theories of knowledge and NLP, 

specifically on machine learning, and classification with more detail on supervised 

classifiers and corpora. 
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3 CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

 

Research methodology refers to the process involved in systematically solving a 

research problem (Saunders, 2009). According to Saunders (2009), research 

methodology involves learning techniques used in conducting experiments, surveys, 

and tests. Research purposes are commonly categorized as, information gathering 

(discovering, uncovering and/or exploring relationships amongst variables) and 

theory testing (testing and understanding causal relations between variables) 

(Salkind, 2010; Thyer, 2010). This study follows guidelines in the Cross-Industry 

Standard Process for Data Mining (CRSP-DM) methodology (see Figure 3.1), which 

encompass both qualitative and quantitative methods, in developing the RMI web 

application for the following reasons: 

 It provides a framework for guidelines and experience documentation 

 The inclusion of industry established processes that help with the data mining 

tasks 

 The methodology is not domain-specific and encourages best practices 

 The provision of a framework for planning and managing projects 

 

In achieving the study’s objectives, the guidelines provided in the CRSP-DM were 

followed as detailed below: 

Qualitative phase 

 The methodology helped define the research philosophies and paradigms 

problems experienced by the researcher and, as such, enabled the definition 

of the study's objectives. The following analysis steps were followed in defining 

the problem and establishing the objectives of the study: 

 The study determined the study's objectives through a review of the 

literature to find out the common issues related to the identification of a 

researcher’s philosophical stance and the teaching of research 

philosophies and paradigms to research students. 

 The literature review identified that there were inherent difficulties and 

or uncertainties when it comes to identifying individual research 

philosophies and guiding paradigms for many novice researchers. 

 The study determined to find out documented research philosophies 

and paradigms and identified the key components that make up each of 
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the RPPs such as the ontological, epistemological and axiological 

stance of each of the RPPs.   

 With the RPPs identified, the study set out to train and test machine 

learning algorithms to determine which is best suited for developing the 

RMI Web application.  

 The study was able to identify the kind of data that will be suitable to address 

the problems researchers face in identifying their relevant philosophies and 

paradigms 

 Following the above processes, the study went on to pre-process the collected 

data and extracted features that can be used to train the machine learning 

algorithms. 

 

Quantitative phase 

 

 The methodology provided a systematic way to train and evaluate the machine 

learning algorithms for the classification of RPPs and the deployment of the 

trained model. The following processes were followed: 

 The study determined the algorithms to be used based on the size of 

the dataset or corpus  

 The corpus was split into a train and test set at 70-30% 

 The selected algorithms were trained and tested on the split corpus. 

Using the classification report function in Python, the outcome of the 

classification for the algorithms was compared to select one best suited 

for the study. 

In addressing the objective of this study, computer experiments were conducted to 

evaluate classification algorithms to select the one best suited for natural language 

processing classification of RPPs. Developing a software system and the processes 

entailed in selecting the appropriate algorithm to be used in the system is firmly 

guided by the approaches found in quantitative methods. The positivist paradigm 

informs the quantitative approach as its underlying epistemological stance. 

Accordingly, this study is based on mixed research methods, which will be explained 

in detail in the sections that follow.  
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Figure 3.1 CRSP-DM steps for data mining (Dsouza, 2018) 

  

3.1. Research design 

 
According to Creswell (2013) and Leavy (2017), research design provides an 

overview of the steps through which data will be produced, collected, scrutinized, 

and have its meaning explained in a study (Creswell, 2013; Leavy, 2017; Peri & 

Bellami, 2011). In short, a research design is a framework or structure in which an 

inquiry can be carried out (Sileyew, 2019). Therefore, research design helps in 

minimizing the chances of reaching incorrect conclusions from data by answering 

research questions unambiguously (Inaam, 2016). This framework includes selecting 

one or a combination of qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods, which are the 

primary ways or methods of research design (Creswell, 2013; Leavy, 2017).  

 

In this study, mixed research methods were employed. The classification of research 

philosophies in natural language processing is modelled around the supervised 

machine learning algorithms. This requires the training and experimental testing or 

validation of machine learning algorithms. In selecting a machine learning 

classification model best suited to classify the input into philosophy and paradigm 

categories predefined in the RPPs corpus, the study followed the quantitative 

approach. Computer experiments were conducted to evaluate the classification 

models to determine which of the models (naïve Bayes, logistic regression, and 

support vector machines) yields the best results when classifying. The RPPs corpus 

developed, as explained in Section 2.2.2.1, was split into a test and validation set to 
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train the classification algorithms. Evaluation and adaption of the study's algorithm 

were based on the recall, precision, accuracy, and f1-measure scores of Python’s 

classification report function. 

Quantitative methods were also employed in creating feature vectors in the RPPs 

corpus used to train the ML classification models. To this effect, the study was able 

to select a suitable classification model. 

 

The study used the qualitative approach to collect data that was used to create the 

corpus. A review of the literature to establish documented research philosophies and 

paradigms was conducted. The epistemological, ontological, and axiological 

components of the RPPs were selected as features for the corpus.  

 

To evaluate the system for usability and technology acceptance, the study used a 

quantitative survey questionnaire to gather data from participants. This information 

helped to establish if the system had an impact on the improvement of teaching and 

learning. The sections that follow will explore the purpose of research paradigms 

with a brief outline of a few of them and the one adopted for this study. 

 

3.2. Research Paradigm and Philosophy 

 

Paradigm refers to the pattern of thinking peculiar to a study field or established 

research traditions. It can be viewed as a framework that includes accepted theories, 

models, approaches, methodologies, the frame of reference and traditions, for 

observing and understanding a particular field of study (Perri & Bellamy, 2012). 

Paradigms show us how to develop descriptions, explanations, and interpretations 

within the confines of the discipline we do our research (Makombe, 2017). Although 

there are many research paradigms such as Positivism, Relativism, Interpretivism, 

and Pragmatism, this section will dedicate more time to a detailed discussion of the 

positivist paradigm, which this study has adopted as its framework of research. 

 

Positivism advocates for experimental observation and explanation of events that 

can be correlated with information in line with one’s senses (Caldwell, 2010). 

Accordingly, positivism establishes the cause and effect relationship of variables and 

how these influence a particular outcome. It presumes that generalizable theoretical 
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models can be developed to predict outcomes that can explain the causal 

relationship of predictors (Flowers, 2009; Scotland, 2012). The positivist paradigm is 

prescriptive and purports that objective truth can only be derived or discovered 

through strict adherence to methodological rules in science. Positivism relies on 

experience as a source of knowledge that is gained by understanding human 

behaviour through observation and reason. The purpose of this research is to use 

NLP processes (tokenizing, lemmatizing, using WordNet, and named entity 

recognition) and ML algorithms to develop a system and create a corpus that will be 

used to train a machine learning model for the prediction or classification of research 

philosophies and paradigms. The positivist paradigm supports the systematic way of 

developing both the NLP classification model and a corpus used to train the 

classification model. For this reason, the positivist paradigm is the most suitable 

paradigm that will be applied in this study. To achieve this, the study will follow mixed 

research methods, as discussed in the section that follows. 

 

3.3. Research Approach 

 

Research methods are categorized into qualitative research (inquiry relies on non-

numeric data), quantitative research (deal with numerical data as a way of 

investigating phenomena) and mixed research methods (combine at least one of the 

techniques in available in qualitative and quantitative research methods) (Kumar, 

2014). The section that follows will discuss the quantitative, qualitative, and 

concludes with the mixed research design, which is suited for training a classification 

model and building a corpus. 

 

3.3.1 Quantitative Research Approach 

 
According to Creswell (2013), quantitative research involves the gathering of 

quantifiable data on which statistical, mathematical, and computational techniques 

are applied to systematically investigate a phenomenon. The quantitative research 

design data are collected and then transformed into numerical values and graphs for 

interpretation (Maxwell, 2013). These data are collected through the use of surveys, 

polls, questionnaires, etc. Research in software development is primarily concerned 

with the acceptance or appropriateness of a system developed for a specific 

purpose.  
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3.3.2 Qualitative research approach 

  

Qualitative research is research in which non numerical data are collected and 

analysed so that concepts, experiences, and opinions can be understood from such 

data (Saunders et al., 2009). This kind of research approach is used for the 

gathering of in-depth understanding of a research topic.  This kind of research 

effectively obtains information such as values, behaviours, opinions, and social 

contexts specific to a population with a common culture. 

 

3.3.3 Mixed research approach 

 

The mixed research approach which this study has adopted combined both the 

qualitative and qualitative research approaches in answering the research questions, 

thereby meeting its objectives. 

 
The qualitative research design was suitable for this study since the qualitative tools 

helped determine whether the developed system and the corpus are appropriate for 

the enhancement of learning through the introduction of research philosophies and 

paradigms. The data required for this study were collected from various studies on 

research philosophies and paradigms and research participants.  

 

The quantitative research approach was suitable for evaluating the machine learning 

algorithms and usability of the system. A post usability questionnaire using the Likert 

scale of 1-5 was used to gather data about the RMI NLP application's usability. The 

participants were purposefully selected to use the system and answer the 

questionnaire. The classification report function in Python was used to evaluate the 

machine learning algorithms to determine their precision, accuracy, and f1-scores in 

order to select the best algorithm to use with the RMI Web application. 

 

3.4. Research Strategy 

 
According to McLeod (2012), an experiment is a scientific procedure used as the 

primary investigation method to test a hypothesis, show or explain a known fact, or 

make a discovery. Experiments are used to manipulate causal variables and for the 
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measurement of the dependent ones to produce quantitative data used in the 

prediction of phenomena (McLeod, 2012). In this study, computer experiments were 

carried out by training and testing some of the classification algorithms to evaluate, 

which will have a high accuracy rate of classifying input into RPPs categories. The 

experiment process involved creating a corpus with RPPs categories and 

descriptions. A Spacy entity ruler was also created in Python for the purpose of 

identifying and extracting RPPs components (ontology, epistemology, and axiology) 

from the input. The detailed process is elaborated upon in Chapter 4. 

 

Building a training corpus for the classification or predictive model forms part of the 

experimental design method. This further provides a rationale for the adoption of the 

mixed research method. The RPPs corpus was made available for learning and 

testing of the machine learning algorithms used in the experiment. Figure 3.2 

displays the steps that were followed. 

 

 

 

 

  

  
 
 
 
 

Python NLP libraries, available through the NLTK, were installed to process text that 

was used to build a corpus. The NLTK includes the tools necessary for the data 

analysis part of the development phase.  

 
Step 2. Acquire RPPs data  

 

The study was able to identify the kind of data that will be suitable to address the 

problems researchers face in identifying their relevant philosophies and paradigms. 

The study further identified the lack of structured RPPs corpus; therefore data were 

collected from various sources (PhilPapers, Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 

Deploy trained 

model 

Acquire and Install 

software 

Train/validate 

model 

Store corpus 

data 

Acquire RPPs 

data 

Data 

preparation 

Figure 3.2 Development of the RMI application 
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Google Scholar, IBSS, Philosophy Basics, Encyclopaedia) and converted into a 

machine-readable format. Further detail is discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.4. 

 

Step 3. Data preparation  

 

 Cleaning up the collected data to correct spelling and standardize character 

representation and the editing of text formats. This process allows for the 

effective use of the collected data and the elimination of unwanted text. 

Having clean and standardized data allows for the learning of meaningful 

features by the models and helps avoid overfitting them with irrelevant noise. 

Cleaning and standardizing were done in this phase through the following 

pre-processing steps of NLP:  

 Tokenizing (breaking down sentences into tokens): 

 Part of speech tagging: Assigning morpho-syntactical features to words, 

based on their context, to enable simple syntactic searches;  

 Parsing: present grammatical entities of sentences and the relations 

between them in an abstract form by producing a dependency tree (Zeroual 

& Lakhouaja, 2018);  

 Annotation: Individual words in the corpus text data were annotated to 

identify the components of the RPPs (epistemology, ontology, and axiology). 

This annotation is part of feature extraction in preparation for the 

classification task and the named entity recognition for the components for 

the training of the algorithm. 

 Lemmatization: Reducing surface words to their canonical form etc. 

 
Step 4. Store structured data in corpus 

 
The prepared data were stored in the corpus to train a classification model. As 

machine learning algorithms work only with numerical data, this process involved 

transforming corpus texts into vectors. The study used the Bag of Words model to 

represent the corpus data. Further detail is discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.4. 

 
Step 5. Train and select a classification model 
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The training was done using the natural language toolkit (NLTK) and Python’s Sci-kit 

Learn’s libraries. The developed corpus is split into a train and test set and used to 

learn and test the machine learning algorithms. The machine learning algorithms 

experimented within this study are the naïve Bayes, support vector machine, and 

logistic regression algorithms. Once the ML algorithms were trained and tested, the 

classification report was generated to show the scores relating to each algorithm's 

performance given the same the RPPs corpus data. The results of the evaluation are 

presented in Section 5.1.1. 

 

Step 5: Deploy the model 

 

Once the algorithms are evaluated, the one that performed well and was deemed fit 

for the study was used as a model for the web application. In this process, the 

trained model was deployed as a web application using the Django web framework 

as detailed in Chapter 4, section 4.3. 

 

Following the steps detailed above, the application could classify user input into 

research philosophies, and paradigm categories once deployed. A series of user 

tests ensued to test the usability of the deployed syweb application. Section 5.3 

covers the details of the usability tests. The following section discusses the sampling 

techniques engaged in this study. 

 

3.5. Research population and Sampling  

 
Research population refers to a collection of objects or individuals who are the focus 

of a research investigation for a particular criterion, and the definition of the objects 

of a particular research population is dependent on the nature of the research (Alvi, 

2016; Miles et al., 2018; Thompson, 2012). The descriptions of the research 

philosophies and paradigms, the classification machine learning algorithms and the 

participants were purposely selected to constitute a population for this study. 

According to Thompson (2012) and Daniel (2011), sampling involves selecting a 

small part of a larger population group (sample) to observe to estimate or determine 

characteristics or parameters about the whole population without perturbing or 

disturbing that population. Due to notable constraints in resources (time, financial 

https://www.google.co.za/search?sa=X&rlz=1C1CHMO_enZA795ZA795&biw=1143&bih=594&tbm=bks&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Ruth+Harbin+Miles%22&ved=0ahUKEwjd0qzMi-HdAhVLCxoKHUhJBysQ9AgIKjAA
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and human resources), the sample should be big enough to warrant statistical 

analysis (Miles et al., 2018). Research sampling is divided into probability and non-

probability sampling. It is distinguished by whether everyone in a sampling frame has 

an opportunity of being nominated for the study or not.  

 

This study used purposive sampling, a form of non-probability sampling, to collect 

both research philosophies and paradigm data and test the NLP application for 

appropriateness and acceptability. The purposive sampling was appropriate for this 

study as researchers can choose participants by relying on their own judgement. 

Purposive sampling was used to collect RPP sample data and sample participants: 

graduates, post-graduates, and academics to test the system. This sampling 

technique provided the study with necessary insight from the targeted population of 

both RPPs and the system's target users.  

  

3.6. Data collection 

 
The process through which information on a topic of interest is systematically 

gathered and measured to answer research questions, testing hypothesis, and the 

evaluation of outcomes is referred to as data collection (Boslaugh, 2010; Hafiz et al., 

2014; Ohlsen, 2012;). Data collection is classified into primary and secondary data 

(available data that has already been published) collection methods and must be 

informed by the research design in line with the sampling choice (Daniel, 2011; Hafiz 

et al., 2014; Phillips & Stawarski, 2016).  

 

Publications containing research philosophies and paradigms were manually 

obtained from various sources such as books, journals, dictionaries and records for 

inclusion in the RPP corpus. According to Zeroual and Lakhouaja (2018), corpus 

data are mainly collected manually, automatically or through crowdsourcing using 

the help of experts. A questionnaire was used to gather data from participants to 

determine whether the developed system and the corpus are appropriate for this 

study. The following section describes the necessary analysis and processing of the 

collected data. 

  

https://www.google.co.za/search?sa=X&rlz=1C1CHMO_enZA795ZA795&biw=1143&bih=594&tbm=bks&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Ruth+Harbin+Miles%22&ved=0ahUKEwjd0qzMi-HdAhVLCxoKHUhJBysQ9AgIKjAA
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3.7. Data analysis  

 
Data analysis refers to the process wherein data collected for a research study is 

interpreted and summarized to determine patterns, trends, and relationships; and 

involves applying deductive and inductive logic (Zeroual & Lakhouaja, 2018). Data 

analysis is categorized into qualitative and quantitative techniques. In creating the 

RPPs corpus, the collected data was cleaned and standardized using the pre-

processing tasks for natural language processing. The RPPs data were manually 

annotated, taking into account the provided annotation guidelines for the various 

components of the RPPs limited only to the following:- 

 

 Research philosophy and paradigm names: RPP names were annotated 

according to the components below:-   

 Ontology: Phrases relating to the nature of reality, being, or existence will be 

annotated as such; 

 Epistemology:  The annotation of texts relating to the methods of acquisition 

of knowledge, the justification of belief; and 

 Axiology: Information or texts relating to values, ethics, or aesthetics will be 

extracted and annotated. The annotation process will engage processes such 

as lemmatizing, speech tagging, parsing, stemming, and tokenization (see 

APPENDIX L). Analysis of text will include the following (Zeroual & Lakhouaja, 

2018); 

 
The data gathered from participants were analysed using the IBM SPSS Statistics 

software, a tool for manipulating and deciphering survey data. The variables to be 

tested were coded into the SPSS variable view, where the coding of the scores per 

variable was done. Responses from the participants’ questionnaires were captured 

into the data view section. Once all the input was captured, the data were analysed 

using the descriptive statistics algorithms for frequencies and cross-tabulation. The 

results from this process are discussed in Chapter 5, Testing and Results. 

  

3.8. Reliability and Validity 

 
Since the classification or prediction of RPPs relied heavily on the RPPs corpus, it 

was therefore imperative that the annotated texts are validated. Validation in this 
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study included comparing the same annotations from different independent coders, 

as this study is part of a bigger project involving two other coders. According to 

Artstein (2007), reliability can be measured by assessing the following: 

 
Stability: the same annotations at different points should not give significantly 

different results; 

Reproducibility: different coders should be in agreement and produce nearly the 

same annotations; and 

Accuracy: an expert’s and coder’s annotations should not be far different. 

The measures above were observed to produce reliable and valid corpus. This study 

achieved reliability by comparing annotations with those of the other coders in the 

project. 

 

3.9. Limitations and Constraints 

 
Some of the challenges in constructing the RPPs corpus were ensuring that the 

corpus data represents the selected theme (i.e., the findings can be generalized) and 

that appropriate data are identified (Sealey & Pak, 2018). Of the 323 identified RPPs, 

only 180 of them could be used for the study. Most of them had no readily available 

text due to the majority of research focusing on the four major RPPS: positivism, 

pragmatism, interpretivism and postpositivism for their studies. Another reason was 

that the RPPs are not popular in academia and research as many researchers are 

only exposed to the four most common ones. Zeroual and Lakhouaja (2018) 

maintain that collecting sufficient data on each text category of a corpus remains a 

challenging task. According to Sealey and Pak (2018), the compilation of a thematic 

corpus is not yet established. It is not advisable as it presents challenges when it 

comes to identifying linguistic items of the entities to be denoted. 

 

3.10. Ethical Considerations  

 

Researchers are bound by the ethical code of the institutions they serve and the 

country's constitution in which they conduct their research. There are ethical and 

psychological implications for conducting research. Similarly, there are 

consequences for research participants about which research must reflect, 

anticipate, mitigate, and address. Researchers must recognise, acknowledge, and 

https://www.euppublishing.com/author/Sealey%2C+Alison
https://www.euppublishing.com/author/Pak%2C+Chris
https://www.euppublishing.com/author/Sealey%2C+Alison
https://www.euppublishing.com/author/Pak%2C+Chris
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respect the rights of their research participants. Researchers may not infringe the 

rights and dignity of participants in their research. As such, the participants in this 

study were informed and consented to be part of the study. They were also made 

aware that there is no monetary gain to participating in the study. The information 

provided by the participants was not divulged to any other person in any form, except 

to the participant concerned. Equally, researchers may not cause harm to their 

employers through their research. They shall uphold the professional standard and 

conduct their investigation with the highest level of integrity. They must be 

transparent and honest (Shamoo & Resnik, 2015). The participants in this study 

were made aware of the intention of the study and were asked to sign a consent 

form before participating in the study (the consent form is attached as APPENDIX 

H). To uphold the above-mentioned moral, ethical, and statutory considerations, the 

researcher scrupulously acted per the Software Engineering Code of Ethics and 

Professional Practices, which provides guidelines for the professional, responsible 

and ethical way in which software engineers should behave (Gotterbarn et al., 2001) 

and also obtained the ethical clearance certificate from UNISA (APPENDIX I).  

 

3.11. Chapter Summary 

 

This chapter outlined the research methodology for the study, motivating for the use 

of quantitative methods. The data collection and analysis process were also 

discussed. The limitation and constraints and the ethical considerations of the study 

were discussed. The next chapter addresses the implementation of the NLP system.  
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4 CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION  

 

The literature shows that research philosophies and paradigms are important in 

knowledge generation. They provide a meaningful and credible way in which a 

researcher can collect, analyse, and interpret data for their study. It further reveals 

that many novice researchers do not know their guiding philosophy and paradigm at 

the onset of their research and that establishing these is quite confusing. Research 

philosophies and paradigms have been widely documented in various journals, 

encyclopaedia, scholarly articles, books, and search engines. In contrast, in 

academia, researchers are only exposed to just a few of them. Gathering the 

information into a corpus will make it easy for researchers to discover and learn 

about different research philosophies and paradigms and identify one that resonates 

with their studies. In this study, the RPPs corpus is used for training algorithms in 

classifying text data into RPPs categories. Machine learning embodies several 

classifying algorithms that can be deployed together with natural language 

processing techniques for this purpose. A combination of the ML algorithms, natural 

language processing techniques, and Django web framework are used in this study 

to make the following contributions: 1) create a research philosophies and paradigms 

corpus that will be used to train machine learning algorithms, 2) train and test 

machine learning algorithms and select the best performing one to develop a web-

based application for classifying user input, and 3) evaluate the performance of the 

web-based application. This will help researchers identify research philosophies and 

paradigms in line with their studies, thereby improving the knowledge generation 

process. Chapter 2 presented the literature related to this work area while Chapter 3 

presented the methodology.  

 

This chapter presents the approach used to develop the proposed Research 

Methods Index NLP application for classifying text. The chapter outlines the process 

followed by discussing the system architecture in 4.1, the system design in 4.2, the 

implementation of the system in 4.3, and the input data required for the system in 

4.4, followed by a summary in 4.5.  See APPENDIX G (Figure 8.1) for the diagram 

relating to the system architecture. 
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 Systems Architecture 4.1

 
As the RMI application is meant to be used for academic purposes, the study saw it 

fit to create a web-based application that can be accessed from multiple locations. 

This meant that the system's architecture should cater to multiple users at different 

locations by employing technologies that will make that kind of access possible.  

 

The NLP application is hosted on the Microsoft Azure public cloud computing 

platform to ease access from multiple locations. The study adhered to the 

architectural style referred to as a representative state transfer (RESTful) client-

server design in deploying the NLP application. Python was used to write an NLP 

code that is used for the classification of input. The Django Web framework was 

used to construct the NLP web API and used for passing data between the user 

interface and the back-end.  

 

The user interface was developed using the Django Web framework. The Django 

Web framework supports the Model View Template (MVT) pattern, where the 

developer provides the model, and Django uses the template and views to map the 

model to the Uniform Resource Locator (URL). The Django Web framework then 

renders the URL to the user interface. APPENDIX G (Figure 8.2) shows how the 

components of the MVT pattern interact in response to a user’s request. 

 

The MySQL database stores information on research philosophies and paradigms, 

user account information, user input, system roles, and reports. A user will be 

provided with a link to the system, allowing them to register an account, answer the 

questionnaire, and then view their report. 

 

The four primary components of the NLP Research Methods Index (RMI) application 

considered for this study are discussed below: 

 

4.1.1 Web Browser/Client 

The web browser resides in a personal computer that is connected to the 

internet through an ISP or other means. A researcher uses the web browser to 
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connect to the RMI application. The web browser is linked to the webserver 

through a POST/GET method; 

 

4.1.2 Webserver 

The communication between the client and the webserver is through the 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). The function of the server is mainly to 

store, process, and deliver web content (HTML pages) as requested by the 

client; 

 

4.1.3 NLP application/Server-side 

The server-side refers to the NLP application that processes input, classifies it 

into RPPs categories, and then issues a participant's report. This report is based 

on the information request from the MySQL database; and 

 

4.1.4 MySQL DB 

The MySQL database stores all RPPs data, participant data, information and 

responses, which are then used to generate a report that recommends research 

philosophy and paradigm categories to participants. 

 

 System Design 4.2

 

This study's output is a software application that will accept user input and classify it 

into research philosophies and paradigms using machine learning and natural 

language processing. Part of the software development lifecycle includes the design 

phase to set a specific standard to be followed during the development phase to 

minimise flaws to the system. In designing the RMI NLP application, the study 

followed the Do not Repeat Yourself (DRY) software design principles. This design 

principle was opted for because it guards against the duplication of code through 

abstraction, thereby avoiding code complications. It also makes the code easy to 

debug in cases where there are bugs in the code. According to Rodger (2011), 

applying the DRY principle in software development improves the performance of 

applications being developed and also the effort required because of the reduced 

number of lines of code needed. In developing the NLP RMI application, the code 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypertext_Transfer_Protocol
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used to calculate the class score commonality for training a model has also been 

used to calculate the input variable's score.  

 

The following section provides an understanding of the behaviour of the system and 

how it does the classification of a researcher’s sentiment into research philosophy 

and paradigm categories. It employs the use case-, class- and entity-relationship 

diagrams (ERD) to provide a detailed systems design of the RMI (NLP) application. 

The diagrams and their explanations will follow in the next subsections: 

 

4.2.1 Use case diagram 

 

The NLP system's detailed system design is presented in this section through use 

case-, class- and entity-relationship diagrams (ERD). There are two role players or 

actors in this system: the researcher, who interacts with the system by undertaking a 

questionnaire, and the administrator responsible for maintaining the system. The 

researcher must register on the system, sign-in, answer the questionnaire, and view 

their report.  Figure 8.3 shows the user interaction with the NLP application. The 

administrator will sign in to the system to maintain tables and user accounts as 

shown in APPENDIX G, Figure 8.4. The sub-section that follows, sub-section 4.2.2, 

presents the class diagram of the NLP application.  

 

4.2.2 Class Diagrams 

 

This section intends to show the NLP application structure by showing the classes 

represented in the application, together with their attributes and methods.  

 

The NLP RMI system has four class diagrams representing the classes used to 

achieve the goal of classifying user input into the RPPs. These classes are created 

using the Django model script. The class diagrams are shown in APPENDIX G 

(Figure 8.5). The auth_user superclass has eleven attributes (ID, Password, 

Last_login, Is_superuser, Username, First name, Last_name, Email, Is_staff, 

Is_active, Date_Joined). These attributes are captured by users (administrators and 

researchers) when they register to access and use the system. 
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The login method inherited by both the subclasses researcher and administrator is 

used to sign-in on the system. This method passes username and password that are 

used to verify the credentials of a user and grants them access once verification is 

successful. Both researcher and administrator use the other methods as in the 

functions that follow: take_questionnaire(), for answering the questionnaire provided, 

generate_report() to create and view a report from the captured questionnaire 

answers, tokenize() to create tokens from the answers, lemmatize() to lemmatize 

some of the tokens. 

 
As the two role players on the system, the researcher and administrator inherit data 

from the user superclass. The administrator has additional methods as follows; 

modify_user() change user credentials, view_user_reports() view other reports, 

delete_user_accounts() delete inactive user accounts. The nlp_paradigm class 

contains the names and descriptions of research philosophies and is linked to the 

nlp_user_answer class with an ‘is-a’ relationship. 

 

The nlp_user_answer class is used to store the answers a researcher provides and 

is associated with the user superclass through a ‘has-a’ relationship. The 

nlp_user_answer is used to generate a report for a user and present results using 

the nlp_cluster and nlp_paradigm classes. The nlp_cluster class contains the 

paradigm IDs, names, and their components (ontology, axiology, epistemology) and 

is associated with the nlp_paradigm class through a ‘belong-to; relationship.  

 

4.2.3 Entity Relationship Diagram 

 

The RPPI prototype system database consists of four key tables and Figure 8.6 

describes the entity relationship diagram (ERD) of how the tables relate to each 

other. MySQL relational database management system is used to develop the NLP 

system as it is open-source. Three tables (nlp_paradigm, nlp_cluster, and 

nlp_user_answers) were created by running the models.py script in Django to define 

fields and behaviours of the MRI-NLP application that will be storing the data. The 

auth_user table is created using MySQL script, and it stores user credentials (both 

administrator and researchers). The entity-relationship diagram of the tables is 

shown in APPENDIX G (Figure 4.6). 
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The primary key for the auth_user table is the ID field and it links with the 

nlp_user_answer table for authentication purposes through a one-to-one 

relationship, as shown in the Class diagram in Figure 8.5. The nlp_user_answer 

table stores user answers and will be used for classification purposes. The 

nlp_paradigm table, whose primary key is ID, links to the nlp_cluster table, with a 

one-to-many clustering of research philosophies into respective research paradigms. 

 

 Implementation of the NLP Application 4.3

 

The NLP system involves the user (front-end) and the functionality (backend) 

components. The NLP system's implementation, which includes technical 

requirements, technologies used, and the interaction of both the back- and front-end 

components, are discussed in this section.  

 

The process of text classification as seen from the point of view of automatic text 

classification systems can be clearly separated into two main phases, namely, (1) 

information retrieval phase when numerical data is being extracted from the text; and 

(2) main classification phase when an algorithm processes this data to decide as to 

which category should the text belong. 

4.3.1. Technical requirements 

 
The minimum technical requirements for developing, running, and deploying the NLP 

system are detailed in this section. The systems specifications, implementation 

environment, and functional testing, will be discussed. The NLP system is web-

based and runs on any of the available internet browsers but requires internet 

connectivity to be accessed by anyone who intends to use it. Table 4.1 shows the 

development specifications. 

 

Table 4.1 Development and deployment specifications 

 Development Environment Development Environment 

Operation System Windows 10 Linux 

Memory   

Storage instance 500G RAM 500G RAM 
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Platform 64-bit 32- or 64-bit 

Programming Language Python 2.7.x or 3.4.x Python 2.7.x or 3.4.x 

Database SQLite, MySQL SQLite, MySQL 

Web Framework Django Django 

Package manager Pip/Anaconda Pip/ Anaconda 

Integrated Development 

Environment(IDE) 

Spyder/Jupyter/Python 

IDE 

Spyder/Jupyter/Python 

IDE 

 

4.3.2.  Technologies Used 

 
The front-end (user interface) and back-end solutions of the NLP system are 

implemented using open source technologies and additional hardware technologies 

at hand. This classification depends on the RPP categories corpus, which contains 

the descriptions of research philosophies and paradigms. The RPP corpus uses the 

tokenizer, stemmer, and WordNet lemmatizer in preparation for storage as a corpus 

with NLTK (see APPENDIX G, Figure 8.7 The NLP process flow diagram for text 

classification). This is then used to train a classification model that will be used to 

classify user input. A classifying model is the algorithm or a procedural process a 

computer follows in accomplishing a task that assigns input text categories 

depending on its content (Miller and Ranum, 2013). The sub-sections that follow 

discuss the details of each interface; 

 

4.3.3. User Interface 

 
The Django web framework, written in Python on the Anaconda IDE, was used to 

develop the user interface. The web framework Django is suitable for both front-end 

and back-end solutions as it has a complete collection of suitable libraries. Some of 

these libraries include the URL management templating language, the authentication 

mechanism, and navigation tools. These libraries facilitate data selection, formatting, 

and displaying of texts. Django runs on an activated Python virtual environment as 

follows; 

 Create project applications by running the command: python manage.py 

startapp nlp_project and updated the setting.py file with the installed 

applications as shown in APPENDIX K (Figure 8.10) 
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 The database tables were created by observing all installed apps in the 

settings.py file using command: python manage.py migrate  

 The administrator user for the nlp_project was created using the command: 

python manage.py createsuperuser  

 Create an application for the project to host project settings and the WSGI 

using command: python manage.py startapp core WSGI_APPLICATION = 

'nlp_project.wsgi.application' 

  Adjust database settings on the settings.py file to reflect the database used, 

in this case it is MySQL, and to set up the URL templates as represented by 

(APPENDIX K, Figure 8.9)   

Once the database was created the following stages ensued: 

Creating the data model 

The nlp_project data model was defined by adding the code in APPENDIX K 

(Figure 8.11) to the models.py file in the nlp_project folder. After defining the 

models, the database schema was updated by running the commands in 

APPENDIX K (Figure 8.12) to migrate all changes and resulted in the schema in 

Figure 8.8 

Designing the URLs 

The URLs for the nlp_project were designed by editing the urls.py file and adding 

URL patterns for the NLP application as in APPENDIX K (Figure 8.13). 

 

Creating custom views 

Custom views represent the data that is being passed between the web interface 

and the backend of the RMI NLP application. The custom views were defined in 

the view.py file through the code in APPENDIX K (Figure 8.14). 

 

Creating the RMI NLP Application’s templates and forms 

 
The following web templates for the nlp_project were created in HTML for user 

interaction; 

Login.html- used every time a user wants to use the system 

Nlp_questions.html – for the questionnaire and answers 

Nlp_results.html – for displaying the graph showing the percentages per RPP 
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Nlp_report.html – for showing the report after submitting the questionnaire 

answers 

Register.html – for user registration 

The SignUpForm and the nlp_form for user answers forms are automatically 

created through the forms.py script as in APPENDIX K (Figure 8.15). 

 

Once all these forms and templates are created, invoking the command python 

manage.py makemigrations updates the database schema with all the changes as 

shown in APPENDIX K (Figure 8.16). In APPENDIX D, a user manual of the NLP 

system is attached, showing all the templates that were created in this process.  

 

4.3.4. Researcher’s interaction with the RMI NLP application  

 

A researcher is provided with the link to the RMI application, deployed through the 

Azure cloud service. The researcher interacts with the system by initially registering 

a user account for them to be able to sign-in. The user account is activated when the 

researcher signs in after the successful account registration process. Once signed-

in, the user can proceed to take a questionnaire and answer the questions posed. At 

the end of the questionnaire, the researcher can submit their answers, view their 

report, and sign-out. Figure 4.1 shows the flow diagram of this interaction; the full 

procedure is illustrated in Figures 8.24-8.29 with screenshots of the web application. 

 

Figure 4.1 RMI flow diagram 

 

4.3.5. Administrator’s interaction with the RMI NLP application 

 
The administrator is assigned the super-user role, enabling them access to the 

database to maintain tables (modify, insert and/or delete table entries) and views. 
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4.3.6. Back-end 

 
To setup, a development environment for the NLP application, the open-source 

Anaconda platform for Python data science was acquired installed by downloading 

the files from https://www.anaconda.com/distribution/. Anaconda runs on platforms 

including Linux, Mac OS and Windows. It is regarded as the industry standard for 

developing, testing, and training machine learning models and data science. The 

Anaconda platform has a host of integrated development environments (IDE), 

including Eclipse and PyDev, IDLE, Spyder, and Jupyter. This study used the 

Scientific Python Development Environment (Spyder) IDE to develop scripts to train 

and test the classification model.  

 

The Django Python Web framework is also used for the backend for manipulating 

data sources by creating a subdirectory of management and command scripts, as 

shown in APPENDIX K, Figure 8.17.  

 
The init__.py script was used to mark directories in the nlp_project directory 

as Python package directories. The Python model or script for classifying user input 

was also saved on the NLP project directory and the RPPs corpus used to train the 

model. The views.py script acts as a controller by linking the HTML templates to the 

RMITextclassify.py script. The script passes a string parameter, obtained and 

concatenated from the questionnaire answers, to the RMITextclassify.py script. The 

classify(sentence) function of the RMITextclassify.py processes the parameter and 

returns the respective RPPs categories to the views.py script. The script then passes 

the categories to the nlp_report.html script for viewing on the web using the ‘GET’ 

and ‘POST’ methods as shown in APPENDIX K, Figure 8.18. 

 

 The Django web framework uses the object-relational mapping layer to interact 

between the application and the MySQL relational database. The backend solution 

for training and testing the classification model was developed in the Anaconda 

platform through the Spyder IDE. Figure 8.19 shows the classify(sentence) function 

of the RMITextclassifier model. The RMITextclassifier model, in APPENDIX K page 

154, is a set of instructions written in the Python programming language. The model 

accepts user input and then process the input for the recommendation of research 

https://www.anaconda.com/distribution/
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philosophy and paradigm categories. This function returns the recommended RPPs 

categories to the views.py script in APPENDIX K, page 175 .  

 

The open-source relational database system, MySQL, is used to store user profiles, 

the questionnaire, user answers, paradigm, and clusters, as shown above. The 

database tables were created by executing the models.py script of the Django web 

framework. The models.py script works as an Object-relational mapping tool by 

creating a virtual object database or python representation of entities in a relational 

database management system (RDBMS), MySQL, by using python classes. The 

code for the models.py script is shown on APPENDIX K page 153 and the resulting 

database schema in APPENDIX G (Figure 8.16). 

 

  Input Data Creating the RPPs corpus 4.4

 

In this study a corpus of research philosophies and paradigms was created from 

various philosophy publications including but not limited to; PhilPapers, Stanford 

Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Google Scholar, IBSS, Philosophy Basics, etc. The data 

collected for the corpus was mainly focused on the three components that represent 

specific features of each RPPs category: epistemology, ontology and axiology. A 

total of 323 RPPs were collected from the various sources, but the study used only 

180 as not enough data could be gathered due to the unavailability of data for the 

excluded RPPs. APPENDIX N shows the data statements worksheet for the RPPs 

corpus. The bag-of-words model, or BoW, is used for the RMI application to 

represent text data for the RPPs corpus. The BoW involves using a vocabulary of 

known words and measuring known words in a context. Following is a detailed 

explanation of the steps undergone in creating the corpus:  

 

4.4.1 Data collection 

 

The classification model in this study required a specific corpus or dataset of RPPs 

to be used for learning. The corpus used for this study was created with data 

obtained from various sources such as PhilPapers, Stanford Encyclopedia of 

Philosophy, Google Scholar, IBSS, Philosophy Basics, Encyclopaedia, etc. (see 

APPENDIX M). These sources yielded 323 research philosophies, although most of 
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them did not have enough content (data and/or reviews) to be used for the study. 

This study considered this collection of data representative of the available RPPs. 

The final corpus consists of 180 research philosophies and paradigms with 

information relating to their epistemology, ontology, and axiology, excluding the ones 

with little or no data. The study focused on collecting data on the three components 

because, although each of the RPPs serves the same purpose of generating 

knowledge, how that purpose is achieved differs for each one of them depending on 

the nature of reality, what constitutes knowledge, and the role of values in a study.  

Figure 4.2 shows an example of the differences in the components of four RPPs as 

adopted from Saunders et al. (2009).  A spreadsheet sample of the corpus is 

attached in APPENDIX E and Figure 8.22 shows an example of how the algorithms 

are trained using the spreadsheet. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Differences in the components of RPPs (Saunders et al., 2009) 
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Once the relevant data were collected, the study proceeded in pre-processing the 

data for feature selection for each of the RPPs class labels or categories.  According 

to Agarwal (2016), the use of class labels to supervise the process of selecting 

features is necessary as it ensures that features highly skewed towards a certain 

category are selected for the learning process. The following section details 

processes that were followed in creating the RPPs corpus in preparation for the 

learning and validation of the classification algorithms.  

 

4.4.1.1. Pre-processing phase  

In the pre-processing phase, the collected texts are cleaned up, removing special 

characters and formats to present the texts in clear word order. The following 

processes are involved in the pre-processing phase; 

 Tokenization:- Tokenization is useful in NLP as the tokens can be used to, 

amongst other things, count the number of words present and word 

frequencies in text. Tokenization involves using a lexer (lexical analysis) in 

identifying instances of sequence of characters or words, referred to as 

tokens, in a given sentence (Nardkarni et al., 2011; Thanaki, 2016) through 

invoking the nltk.sent_tokenize(sentence) function in python as a precursor to 

stemming and lemmatization. The function produces the tokens by 

considering the beginning and ending of words as boundaries.  

 

 Part of speech tagging: Based on their context, the tokens are then 

assigned morpho-syntactical features that will make syntactic searches of 

words possible (Zeroual & Lakhouaja, 2018).  

 

 Stemming and Lemmatizing: Lemmatization reduces words to their 

dictionary form, considering the meaning of words in sentences or nearby 

sentences, whereas stemming establishes relationships between words by 

reducing them to their basic or root form (NSS, 2017; Thanaki, 2016; Pedrycz 

& Chen, 2016). In different lemmatizing forms of the same word were 

converted from verbs, singular and plural forms, and tenses to inflected forms. 

 

 Removing stopwords: In this process, common words like ‘the’, ‘a’, ‘this’, 

‘for’, etc., are removed from the collection of words in a sentence. These 
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words bear no weight in the categorization of RPPs due to their use in regular 

expressions. Common words not specific to any RPPs categories were 

identified and removed using the set(stopwords.words('english')) function 

available in Python. Such words include words such as; ‘the’ ‘by’ ‘such ‘when’ 

‘at’, etc.   

 

4.4.1.2. Feature selection 

 

This step is done to mitigate the high feature space dimensionality problem 

experienced in text classification by determining and measuring the importance of 

words and retaining only the highly scored words as relevant features (Kaur &Saini, 

2015; Tang et al., 2014). The features this study considered relevant are texts 

relating to how knowledge is acquired, how researchers view the world around them, 

and what impact their values have in conducting research based on the research 

philosophies framework Saunders et al. (2000) and Guba and Lincoln (1994). 

According to Tang et al. (2014), the feature selection process ensures that the time it 

takes to train a classification algorithm is reduced. Once the features are selected 

they are extracted and vectorized as explained in the next subsection; 

 

4.4.1.3. Feature Extraction 

 

Owing to the high dimensionality of text features and noisy features in text data, 

feature extraction is fundamental in classification tasks (Agarwal, 2016). This 

process involves creating vectors from the available text by scoring each word or 

token that appears in a category or class and representing the result as a numeric 

feature of that class. Although the text can be represented in different ways, this 

study uses the Bag of Words (BoW) model. In text classification, this model has 

been deployed widely due to its ease of use (Aggarwal & Zhai, 2012). The BoW 

model is explained in the next subsection;  

 

4.4.1.4. The Bag of Words model 

 

BoW text modelling technique is used in NLP to convert text into numbers (vectors) 

for classification or use with any other ML algorithm (Soumya & Shibily, 2014). This 
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model converts text into BoW for text categories and stores the total count of 

occurrences of frequently used words in a category. The words are used as the 

basis for representing a specific category. Traditionally the BoW has been used for 

topic modelling and text classification (Sebastiani, 2002). With further technology 

developments, the BoW model is used for feature extraction for training machine 

learning algorithms. Soumya and Shibily (2014) augmented the BoW by 

incorporating the co-occurrence (word terms that frequently appear next to each 

other) of word sets as a feature for classification.   

 

The Bag of Words model represents texts belonging to a category as tokens placed 

in a container regardless of their structure, grammar, syntax, or word order (Kowsari 

et al., 2019). The model uses word frequencies as features to characterize texts, 

which are represented as numerical vectors.  

 
Creating vectors involves scoring each word or token that appears in the description 

of the RPPs. Owing to the undetermined number of words in the RPP vocabulary, 

the study used an indefinite-length document representation to score the words and 

mark them as a Boolean value to show their presence or absence (0 or 1, 

respectively). All the different words for the RPPs are represented as a BoW for the 

corpus. The respective frequencies in each category are regarded as features (as 

shown in Table 4.2) used as equivalent vectors of numbers for the words with a fixed 

length. Figure 8.23 shows the scores of occurrence in the corpus. 

 

Table 4.2 BoW vector representation of corpus text data 

 RPP1 : The world is composed of two fundamental substances  
 RPP2 : External natural kind terms independent of language 
 RPP3 : Objects in the world exist and function only as relational entities in the 

world 
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RPP1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

RPP2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

RPP3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
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After assigning the vocabulary for each RPP, the occurrence of words in each RPP 

is scored by calculating the frequency at which each feature appears in each 

category of an RPP. These features include common words like ‘the’ ‘this,’ etc., 

which yield a high number of frequencies in any given set of text (Brownlee, 2017; 

Kowsari et al., 2019). To avoid this, the BoW model uses the term frequency-inverse 

of document frequency (TF-IDF) to normalize them for training a classifier and 

determining the input text category (Brownlee, 2017). This is achieved by rescaling 

the word frequencies by comparing how often the words appear in each of the RPPs, 

with the most frequently appearing words such as ‘there’ and ‘that’ being ignored. 

This then produces a final score, which is used as a final weight or feature for each 

RPP. The extracted RPPs features or vectors are then used to train classifiers 

because ML algorithms cannot handle text directly but work with numbers (Aggarwal 

& Zhai, 2012). Although the BoW model has seen successes in text classification, it 

also has its inadequacies. These are due to the model’s requirements for a carefully 

designed vocabulary, difficulty in modelling sparse representations of words, and the 

disregard of context and meaning (Kowsari, 2019).  

 

Once the user has completed the questionnaire on the RMI application, the input is 

concatenated into a string used for the next process of calculating scores. A 

comparison of the user input’s score against the corpus category scores yields the 

three topmost RPPs closely linked to the input, which represents a researcher’s 

worldview. The results are presented in a chart showing the degree to which a 

researcher is aligned to a particular RPP, as in Figure 4.3: 
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Figure 4.3 Chart showing the recommended RPPs 

4.4.1.5. Named Entity Recognition 

 
The process of recognizing named entities is used in the NLP system to identify 

RPPs components (epistemology, axiology, and ontology) in input text captured on 

the questionnaire. This is done through the use of the NLTK Spacy library’s rule-

based entity recognition model. The entity ruler, a pipeline component, is used to 

add RPP components based on pattern dictionaries. APPENDIX K shows the script 

used for the recognition of research philosophies and paradigms named entities. The 

phrase pattern of the entity ruler was used to add new RRP entities by labelling text 

with ‘label’ and ‘pattern’ keys as follows; 

{"label": "Epistemology", "pattern": "interaction"}, 

{"label": "Ontology", "pattern": "Universal"}, 

{"label": "Axiology", "pattern": "social"}, 

 

Once the entity ruler is created, it is saved and used to recognize named entities in a 

user’s answer to the questionnaire. Figure 4.4 shows the results of the named entity 

recognizer.  
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Figure 4.4 Named Entity Recognition 

 

 Chapter Summary 4.5

 

The system design and architecture of the proposed RMI NLP system was 

discussed in this chapter. The chapter also presented an easy to use application that 

will guide prospective researchers to establish their research philosophies and 

underlying paradigms. The system requirements and the implementation 

environment were discussed using UML diagrams to show the system flow. A 

representation of the NLP application architecture was also shown, followed by the 

system design with data flow diagrams. The chapter also used UML diagrams to 

show how a user will interact with the system. The following chapter, Chapter 5, will 

cover the usability and the functional tests of the RMI NLP system. 
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5 CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM TESTING AND RESULTS ANALYSIS 

 

This chapter presents the functional and usability test results from different users to 

assess the overall technology acceptance and usability of the NLP application. 

System testing and results analysis were done to answer the research questions as 

outlined in Chapter 1. The researcher used data that were gathered using a post-

usability questionnaire for the analysis. Section 5.1 presents the system test results 

and findings. Section 5.2 presents an overview of the study participants, followed by 

the analysis of the usability test results in Section 5.3. The achievement of the 

study's objectives is discussed in Section 5.4, and Section 5.5 summarises the 

chapter. 

 

5.1 SYSTEM TESTING 

 

The pre-processing of corpus data yielded vectors represented as a Bag of Words 

(BoW) that can be used to train classifiers to label the text. The corpus data were split 

into 70-30% train-test sets as shown in Figure 5.2. For the classification of input into 

RPPs categories, three classifiers were trained and tested to evaluate and select the 

one that best fits the study's purpose (Figure 5.1). The naïve Bayes, support vector 

machine (SVM), and logistic regression classifiers were used for this study because 

they have a high bias/low variance and do not need large training sets to learn from 

(Brownlee, 2016). Bias in algorithms refers to the assumptions an algorithm makes 

for it to learn, whereas variance refers to the level to which a target function will 

change given a different set of training data (Brownlee, 2016). The classifier's 

evaluation and selection were made by measuring the F1-score, the precision, and 

recall results of classifiers tested (Table 5.1). The naïve Bayes, SVM, and the logistic 

regression were tested using the Sci-Kit Learn library’s classification report. All 

classifiers were trained with a sample of seven (7) RPPs categories from the corpus 

using the Scikit-Learn pipeline class. The following section shows the evaluation of 

the trained models.  

 

5.1.1 Evaluation of the trained models 

 
According to Berrar (2018) cross-validation is used to estimate a model’s ability to 

produce a true prediction and to prevent it from overfitting. The evaluation phase in 
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this study reviewed the trained and tested algorithms to determine how accurate they 

are and whether they meet project's objective and goals using a randomised 2-fold 

cross-validation. The algorithms were trained iteratively (repeat=10)  with different 

subsets of the training data split into a train and test set at 70-30 as shown in Figure 

5.2. Table 5.1 shows the mean classification scores as a result of the cross-

validation. To select an appropriate classifier that is fit for the purpose, the following 

items were measured (Kaur & Saini, 2015): 

 Performance evaluation: this is the process where the performance of the 

classifier is being evaluated for;  

 Accuracy: measures the level of correctness in classifying texts; 

 Precision: measures how well does the classifier match input against the 

predefined categories, measured by the percentage of texts that are 

accurately classified; 

 Recall: measures the completeness of a classifier; and 

 F1 measure: measures the combination of both precision and recall. 

 
Figure 5.1 Steps followed in selecting the classifier 
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Figure 5.2 Data split for cross-validation 

 

Table 5.1 Comparison of the algorithm scores 

 
% 

 
precision Accuracy recall f1-score 

SVM 78 76 76 75 

naïve Bayes 85 70 76 76 

LR 80 77 77 77 
 

 

Figure 5.3 Comparison of the algorithms 

Initial results obtained from training and evaluating the algorithms with minimal corpus 

data resulted in an inferior performance for all algorithms. An increase in training 

data, however, saw a significant increase in the performance of all algorithms. Figure 

5.3 compares the performance of the algorithms. The following sections provide detail 

on the performance of each of the algorithms.  

Data split for cross validation 

Test Data

Train Data
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5.1.1.1 Naive Bayes (NB) Classifier  

 

The NB classifier yielded an 85% precision, as shown in Figure 5.4. The accuracy 

rate of classification for the highest RPP category was at 70%. Both recall and f1-

scores were at 76%. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 The script and report for naïve Bayes classifier 
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5.1.1.2  The Support Vector Machines (SVM) 

Although SVM is considered one of the best classification algorithms, it yielded a 

78% precision in this instance. The accuracy rate of classification for the highest 

RPP category was at 76%. Both recall and f1-scores were at 76% and 75%, 

respectively. The training function and classification report for the SVM is shown in 

Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5 The script and report for SVM classifier 

SVMs perform well with limited training datasets; however, according to Dhiraj 

(2019), in instances where the target classes overlap, their performance is poor. The 

study’s findings correspond to those by Deepika et al. (2019). 

 

5.1.1.3  The Logistic Regression Classifier 
 

The precision rate of classification for the highest RPP category was 80% for the 

logistic regression classifier. It showed a 77% classification accuracy, which was 

slightly higher than the naïve Bayes and the SVM classifiers. Both recall and f1-

scores were at 77%. The training function and classification report for the logistic 

regression classifier are shown in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6 The script and report for the Logistic Regression classifier 

  

The logistic regression classifiers are known for being vulnerable to overfitting and 

their inability to solve non-linear problems because they operate on a linear surface 

(Kumar, 2018). This means they can only extend to classification problems with 

distinctly separable multiple classes.  

 

The combination of the BoW data representation model and the naïve Bayes 

classifier is used in this study based on the overall performance of the algorithm on a 
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limited amount of data. Another advantage of using the naïve Bayes algorithm is its 

scalability and inherent ability to perform multiclass classifications. Given categorical 

input variables, the performance of the classier is good.  

 

5.2 Participants  

 
The participants were a combination of thirty graduates, postgraduates, 

undergraduates, and academic staff. The participants were purposely chosen 

because they have been, to some extent, exposed to the concept of research 

philosophies and paradigms. The participants each received an email with the link to 

the system and a user manual for the application. Also attached were the participant 

consent form and a post-usability questionnaire, which they needed to complete and 

return. All participants were informed that the purpose of the exercise was to test the 

acceptability and functionality of the system in introducing research philosophies and 

paradigms. The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software was 

used to analyse the data. Figure 5.7 shows the total number of participants who 

agreed to participate and participated in the study.  

 

Figure 5.7 Analysis of participants 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Analysis of participants’ profession 

 

The participants comprised 40% male, 53.3% female, and 6.7% other, as shown in 

Figure 5.6. The demographic dimensions in Figure 5.8 reveal that the findings reflect 
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the views of research students with master’s degrees (53%), followed by academic 

experts (13%), far much more than undergraduate students’ (3%). This means that 

most of the participants have been previously exposed to and are at a level where 

they should understand the concepts of research philosophies and paradigms. 

 

5.3 Usability Test Results  

 
After implementing the system, a usability test was conducted to obtain feedback 

from participants who used the system. This was achieved by using a modified 

version of the technology acceptance model (TAM) to establish and ensure whether 

the system was performing as intended. The participants were required to complete 

a list of tasks detailed in the user manual (APPENDIX D) and the system Uusability 

questionnaire (APPENDIX C). Table 5.2 presents the list of tasks participants had to 

perform on the system.  

 

Table 5.2 System tasks to be performed on the NLP system 

TASKS 

Register account 

Login 

Take the Questionnaire 

View report 

Logout 

 

The system usability questionnaire used the Likert rating score of between 1 and 5, 

ranging between strongly disagree and strongly agree. It was divided into the 

following sub-sections: effort expectancy, performance expectancy, attitude towards 

using the technology, knowledge expectancy, and general comments, all outlined in 

the sections that follow.  

 

5.3.1 Effort Expectancy  

 

Participants were given a manual to follow in completing the system tasks in Table 

5.1. These tasks included registering a user account, signing in the system, taking a 

questionnaire, and viewing the generated report. This section provides an evaluation 
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report of the ability and ease at which the participants could accomplish the tasks. 

Figure 5.9 shows the Effort Expectancy variable and the measurable items thereof.  

 

Figure 5.9 Measurable items for Effort Expectancy 

 

The following section discusses the results of each of the Effort Expectancy 

measurable items: 

 

5.3.1.1 Non-technical users will find it easy to learn 

 

 

Figure 5.10 Analysis of N-technical users will find it easy to learn 
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Figure 5.10 shows that most participants (60%) expressed that one does not need to 

be technically inclined to figure out how to utilize the system. Only 10% of the 

participants expressed that it will be difficult for non-technical users without an NLP 

background to figure out how to utilize the system and 30% of all participants 

expressed no difficulties nor enthusiasm about the ease of use. 

 

5.3.1.2 It is easy to get the system to do what I want it to do 

 

 

 

Figure 5.11 Analysis of It is easy to get the system to do what I want it to do 

 

Figure 5.11 shows that most participants (53.4%) reported that it was easy to 

accomplish what they wanted to be done on the system, while 13.0% of the 

participants disagreed. 
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5.3.1.3 Interaction with the system is clear and understandable 

 

 

 

Figure 5.12 Analysis of Interaction with system is clear and understandable. 

 
Twenty-two of the participants (73%) found the system to be understandable and 

straightforward, as shown in Figure 5.12. In comparison, only one participant (3%) 

did not understand how to use the system. Of the remaining participants, 6 or 20% of 

all participants remained neutral, while one did not answer the question. 
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5.3.1.4 The system is flexible to interact with 

 

Figure 5.13 Analysis of The system is flexible to interact with 

 
Figure 5.13 shows that twenty participants (66.6%) found that the system was 

flexible to interact with, with only 2 participants (6.6%) not agreeing. The remaining 8 

participants (26.7%) remained neutral. 
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5.3.1.5 Level of difficulty in utilizing the system 

 

 

Figure 5.14 Analysis of the level of difficulty in mastering how to utilize the system 

 
Figure 5.14 shows that while nineteen participants (63.3%) reported that they found 

it easy to master using the NLP application, 10 participants (33.3%) remained 

neutral, and 1 participant (3.3%) disagreed. 
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5.3.1.6 The level of difficulty in utilizing the system 

 

 

Figure 5.15 Analysis of the system is easy to use 

 
Figure 5.15 shows that nineteen participants constituting a majority of 63.3% of the 

participating population reported that they could use the NLP application without 

much effort as opposed to 1 participant (3.3%) who disagreed. Ten participants 

(33.3%) remained neutral. 

 
The interpretation of the data for the Effort Expectancy variable shows that all 

participants could register an account on the system with little to no effort with the 

sole feedback that participants need a clear instruction that they need to register an 

account before signing-on. The login process went through successfully for all 

participants. They were also able to navigate easily to get to the questionnaire to 

answer the questions, view the generated report with no assistance, and sign-out. 

Most participants showed the system was easy to navigate and that it would be easy 

for non-technical persons to use. In the researcher’s view, the study's finding 

regarding the usability of the system proved the ease of using it. In comparison,  
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findings regarding acceptability prove that researchers will use the system as they 

embark on their research endeavours. 

 

5.3.2 Performance Expectancy 

 
This section aimed to establish the degree to which the participants believe that 

using the system will further improve their performance and understanding of 

concepts when doing research. It also evaluated whether participants would 

understand and know the effective and appropriate ways of collecting, processing, 

and analyzing research data after interacting with the system. The results of the 

items measured are discussed below. 

 

5.3.2.1 Utilizing the system in research will empower participants to 

accomplish research tasks more quickly 

 

Figure 5.16 Analysis of utilizing the research system will empower participants to 
accomplish research tasks more quickly 
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Figure 5.16 shows that nineteen participants (63.3%) say that utilizing the research 

system will empower them to complete research tasks more quickly. Eight 

participants (26.7%) remain neutral, 6.7% of all participants disagree that using the 

system in research will enable them to accomplish research tasks more quickly, 

while 3.3% did not answer the question. 

 

5.3.2.2 Using the system would improve my epistemological    

 understanding 

 

 

 

Figure 5.17 Analysis of using the system would improve my epistemological 
understanding 

 
Figure 5.17 shows that seventeen participants constituting 56.7% of the participating 

population agree that utilizing the system will improve their performance and 
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understanding of concepts when doing research. Three participants constituting 10% 

of the participating population disagreed. Nine participants constituting 30% of the 

participating population remained neutral, whereas one participant did not answer 

the question. 

5.3.2.3 Does the system perform well when there is the concurrent use of the 

system 

 

 

 

Figure 5.18 Analysis of Does the system perform well when there is the concurrent 
use of the system 

 

Figure 5.18 shows that sixteen participants (53.3%) responded in a neutral way 

when asked about the system's performance given the concurrent usage. Eleven 

participants constituting (40%) agree that the system does perform well with 

concurrent usage. The remaining 6.7% assert that the system does not perform well 

when there are concurrent users on the system. 
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5.3.2.4 Acceptability of time taken to generate a report the database is  

 acceptable 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.19 Analysis of Acceptability of time required to generate the report 

 
Figure 5.19 shows that twenty-five participants constituting (82.6%) are satisfied with 

the time required to generate a report. Three participants constituting (10%) were 

neutral, whereas 2 participants (6.6%) disagreed.  
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5.3.2.5 Is the system functional and fit for purpose 

 

 

 

Figure 5.20 Analysis of Is the system functional and fit for purpose 

 
The results in Figure 5.20 show that nineteen participants (63%) said the system 

was useful for research. Ten participants were neutral about the system’s 

usefulness, while one participant disagreed. These participants represented 33.3% 

and 3.3% of the participating population, respectively. 

 

Interpretively the Performance Expectancy variable shows that most participants 

believe that there will be some significant enhancement in their research 

performance. Using the system will help them achieve research tasks quicker. Only 

a minority of the participants did not find the system useful in their research as the 
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system does not help improve their understanding of research philosophies and 

paradigms. 

 

5.3.2.6  Using the system requires an understanding of Natural Language 

Processing 

 
This variable tested whether participants support using the system to assist in 

conducting research and whether they are likely to use the system in the future. The 

section also assessed whether using the system required an understanding of 

natural language processing concepts. The measured items are discussed below.  

 

 

Figure 5.21 Analysis of Attitude towards using the technology 

 
Figure 5.21 above shows that sixteen participants constituting 53.4% of all 

participants assert that using the system requires understanding natural language 

processing concepts. Three participants constituting of all participants were neutral, 
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whereas eleven participants constituting 36.6% of all participants disagreed. This 

finding is quite surprising and contrary to the finding on effort expectancy. As seen in 

section 5.3.1 participants were able to use the system without challenges. This 

finding can be attributed to the lack of understanding of what the natural language 

process means. 

 

5.3.2.7 Support of the utilization of the system to enhance the learning  

 process 

 

 

 

Figure 5.22 Analysis of Support of the utilization of the system to enhance the 
learning 

 

Twenty-two of the participants (73.3%) support using the system to enhance their 

learning process, as shown in Figure 5.22. Two of the participants representing 6.7% 
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of all participants remained neutral, while five participants representing 16.6% of all 

participants did not support using the system to enhance their learning process. Only 

one participant representing 3.3% of all participants did not respond. 

 

5.3.2.8 I would like using technology to learn more about the subject matter 

the system addresses instead of the traditional way 

 

 

Figure 5.23 Analysis of I would like using technology to learn more about the subject 

matter the system addresses instead of the traditional way 

 
Figure 5.23 shows a cross-tabulation of the participants who expressed interest in 

using the system for the learning process over traditional methods. The findings 

show that twenty-two of the participants representing 63.3% of all participants 

support using the system to enhance their learning process and would like to use 

technology to learn more about research philosophies and paradigms. Five 

participants (16.3%) do not support enhancing the learning process through 

technology. They will not like using it to learn more about research philosophies and 

paradigms. Of the remaining participants, 6.7% of all the participating population was 

neutral about the support and use of technology, whereas 3.3% of the participating 

population did not respond. 
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5.3.2.9 Level of anticipation of aspects of research that will be supported by 

the use of the system 

 

 

Figure 5.24 Analysis of the level of anticipation of those aspects of research that will 

be supported by the use of the system 

 
Figure 5.24 shows a cross-tabulation of participants who support the system during 

the study against future intentions to use the system. The findings reveal that twenty-

two of the participants representing 63.3% of all participants who support the use of 

the system to enhance their learning process, look forward to those aspects of 

research that will be supported by the system's use. Five participants representing 

16.3% of the participating population do not support enhancing the learning process 

through technology. They are not looking forward to those aspects of research that 

will be supported by the system's use. This could be attributed to the fact that the 

participants believe the introduction of technology will have a detrimental effect on 

the production of quality knowledge, as observed in Gambini's (2019) study. Such 

effects include the lack of in-depth understanding or research philosophies and 

paradigms and how to apply various research methods. Of the remaining 

participants, 6.7% of all the participating population was neutral about their outlook of 

those aspects of research that will be supported by the system's use, whereas 3.3% 

of the participating population did not respond. 

 
The interpretation of data in the Attitude Expectancy variable displays that the 

attitude towards using the technology to establish research philosophies and 

underlying paradigms rated above average for most participants. More than half of 

the participants support the utilization of the system to improve their learning 

process. They are looking forward to using the system to learn more about research 
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philosophies and paradigms. This can be attributed to the participants getting real-

time feedback about their guiding research philosophy and paradigm and exploring 

literature on more RPPs. Other participants are not certain whether the system will 

be able to improve or enhance their learning process. Other participants still prefer 

the traditional way of establishing what their research philosophies and paradigms 

are. According to Creswell (2013), the traditional way means researchers start their 

career by assuming their general philosophical orientation about the world based on 

previous research experiences, teacher’s philosophical disposition, and the structure 

of the subject’s curriculum. According to Saunders et al. (2009), this is based on 

beliefs and assumptions about the world. 

 

5.3.3 Knowledge Expectancy 

 
This variable aimed to establish whether participants understood the concepts of 

research philosophies and paradigms after engaging with the system, whether the 

system recommended RPP resonates with their beliefs and worldview, and if the 

way the concepts were introduced is beneficial to their research enterprise. It also 

assessed whether participants understood the value and relevance of research 

philosophies and paradigms in research. Participants were also asked if they knew 

what their research philosophy was. The Knowledge Expectancy variable had seven 

measurable items, and the results of the items are discussed next.  
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5.3.3.1 I Know and understand the concept of research philosophy 

 

 

Figure 5.25 Analysis of I know and understand the concept of research philosophy 

 
Figure 5.25 shows that the system helped people understand the concept of 

research philosophies and paradigms. The findings show that twenty-one of the 

participants representing 70% of all participants knew and understood the research 

philosophy concept. Five participants representing 16.7% of all participants remained 

neutral, while four participants representing 13.3% of all participants did not know 

and understand the concept.   
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5.3.3.2 I Know and understand what research paradigm is 

 

 

Figure 5.26 Analysis of I know and understand what research paradigm is 

 
Nineteen of the participants representing 63.4% of all participants attest knowledge 

and understanding of the research paradigm as guided by the system and shown in 

Figure 5.26. Eight participants representing 26.7% of all participants remained 

neutral, while three participants representing 10% of all participants did not know and 

understand what a research paradigm is.  
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5.3.3.3 I understand the value of research philosophies and paradigms in 

conducting research 

 

 

Figure 5.27 Analysis of I understand the value of research philosophies and 
paradigms in conducting research 

 
As shown in Figure 5.27, twenty of the participants representing 66.6% of all 

participants express the system’s role in enhancing teaching and learning. Their 

findings show that the system helps enhance understanding of the value of research 

philosophies and paradigms in conducting research. Eight of the participants 

representing 26.7% of all participants remained neutral. In comparison, two 

participants (6.6%) did not understand the value of research philosophies and 

paradigms in conducting research. 
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5.3.3.4 I know which research philosophy I espouse 

 

 

Figure 5.28 Analysis of I know which research philosophy I espouse 

 
Figure 5.28 above shows the number of participants who had a better understanding 

of their research philosophy due to the system. Accordingly, 16 participants 

representing 53.3% of all participants knew, 7 participants representing 23.3% of all 

participants remained neutral. In comparison, the remaining 7 participants 

representing the other 23.3% of all participants did not know which research 

philosophy they espoused. 
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5.3.3.5 I Understanding how relevant research philosophies and paradigms 

are to conducting research. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.29 Analysis of I understand the relevance of research philosophies and 
paradigms in conducting research. 

 
Figure 5.29 shows that the system can heighten the awareness and relevance of 

research philosophies to scholars. Accordingly, nineteen participants constituting 

63.3% of all participants understood. Six participants constituting 20% of all 

participants remained neutral, while the remaining five participants constituting the 

other 16.7% of all participants did not understand the relevance of research 

philosophies and paradigms conducting research. 
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5.3.3.6 The way in which the concepts of research philosophies and 

paradigms are introduced is beneficial 

 

 

 

Figure 5.30 Analysis of how the concepts of research philosophies and paradigms 
are introduced is beneficial 

 
Figure 5.30 above shows that eighteen participants constituting 60% of all 

participants agree that system’s introduction of the concepts of research 

philosophies and paradigms is beneficial. Eleven participants constituting 53.3% of 

all participants were not certain and remained neutral, while one participant 

constituting 3.3% of all participants did not answer. 
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5.3.3.7 Ability to find out more information about research philosophies and 

paradigms 

 

 

 

Figure 5.31 Analysis of the ability to find out more information about research 
philosophies and paradigms 

 
Figure 5.31 above shows that twenty participants constituting 66.7% of all 

participants could find out more information about research philosophies and 

paradigms in using the system. Six participants, constituting 20% of all participants 

remained neutral, while four participants constituting 13.3% of all participants could 

not find out more information. 
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5.3.3.8 Cross-tabulation analysis of Knowledge Expectancy items 

 

Figure 5.32 Crosstab analysis of participants who understand and know the value of 
research philosophies and paradigms 

 
Figure 5.32 above shows that of the nineteen of the participants who know and 

understand what research paradigms are, sixteen also understand the value of 

research philosophies and paradigms in conducting research, while three of them 

remain neutral. Of the eleven remaining participants, eight were neutral regarding 

knowing and understanding research paradigms, with four participants 

understanding the value of research philosophies and paradigms in conducting 

research. At the same time, three remained neutral in that regard and one not 

knowing what value research philosophies and paradigms add to research. Of the 

three participants who did not know or understand research paradigms, two were 

neutral about understanding the value of research philosophies and paradigms in 

conducting research. In contrast, one did not understand the value at all. 

 

 

Figure 5.33 Analysis of I know and understand what a research paradigm is, and I 
support the idea of using the system to enhance the learning process 
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Of those nineteen participants who know and understand what research paradigms 

are, fourteen of them support the idea of using the system to enhance the learning 

process, four disagree, while one remains neutral, as shown in Figure 5.33 above. 

 

 

Figure 5.34 Crosstab analysis of I know which research philosophy I espouse, and 
the system’s introduction of the concepts of research philosophies and paradigms is 
beneficial 

 
Figure 5.34 shows that of the sixteen participants who knew which research 

philosophy they espoused, only two were neutral about whether the system’s 

introduction of research philosophies and paradigms concepts would be beneficial. 

The remaining fourteen participants agreed that the system’s introduction of 

research philosophies and paradigms concepts would be beneficial.  

 
The interpretation of the data of the Knowledge Expectancy variable displays that a 

majority of the participants support the idea of using the system to improve the 

learning process and will benefit from the way the system introduces the concepts of 

research philosophies and paradigms. Most of the participants were able to gather 

more information about research philosophies and paradigms by using the system, 

and only a few were not able to find more information. The results also show that 

participants who knew and understood the research paradigm concept also know 

and understand the value of research paradigms in conducting research. The finding 

supports the assertion by Abubakar (2016) that to understand the importance of 

research it is imperative to understand the value and importance that research 

paradigms have in research inquiries. 

 

5.3.4 General Comments 
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In this section, participants were expected to give feedback on issues not addressed 

on the preceding sections. The issues addressed were system errors and failure, 

general comments, and whether the participants would like to participate in future 

research of this kind. These are discussed in the sections that follow;  

5.3.4.1 System errors 

  
Table 5.3 System Errors 

List System Errors 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid None 10 33.3 33.3 33.3 

I didn't experience any 4 13.3 13.3 46.7 

Grammar apps and 

GoGo Survey 

2 6.7 6.7 53.3 

None picked up 1 3.3 3.3 56.7 

No glitches were 

experienced 

2 6.7 6.7 63.3 

No errors experienced 1 3.3 3.3 66.7 

The system was very 

slow, probably network 

issues 

1 3.3 3.3 70.0 

No glitches, the app has 

spell check so my 

spelling errors were 

highlighted 

1 3.3 3.3 73.3 

Did not answer 6 20.0 20.0 93.3 

Not applicable 2 6.7 6.7 100.0 

Total 30 100.0 100.0  

 

Table 5.3 shows the participants’ responses when asked to report any glitches, 

spelling or formatting errors and/or parts of this app that were inaccessible. Nineteen 

participants constituting 63.3% of all participants reported none; they were not aware 

of, did not experience any, and did not pick up any glitches. One participant, 3.3%, 
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commented that the app has spell check, which highlighted their spelling errors. One 

participant constituting 3.3% of all participants reported that the system was very 

slow and attributed that to network issues. Six participants constituting 20% of all 

participants did not answer, while one participant, 3.3%, noted grammar apps and 

GoGo survey. Two participants, 6.7% of all participants, reported that the item did 

not apply to them.  

 
The interpretation of the system errors data displays that most participants did not 

experience any errors while interacting with the system. A few participants 

commended the availability of a spelling and grammar check, which means they 

could answer the questionnaire with ease. 

 

Table 5.4 System Failure 

System Failure 

 

Frequen

cy Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid None 6 20.0 20.0 20.0 

I didn't experience any 3 10.0 10.0 30.0 

I do not understand the 

question 

1 3.3 3.3 33.3 

When we try to extract 

the data we need to 

subscribe first 

1 3.3 3.3 36.7 

It did not fail 3 10.0 10.0 46.7 

None this system only 

accepts responses no 

output or any other 

form of interaction 

1 3.3 3.3 50.0 

I am not aware of any 

failures 

1 3.3 3.3 53.3 

No problems; however, 

with more training in 

how to use the system I 

could have been much 

quicker 

1 3.3 3.3 56.7 
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 Frequen

cy Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

I don't know 1 3.3 3.3 60.0 

At no point during the 

survey 

1 3.3 3.3 63.3 

Only when it is not well 

maintained 

1 3.3 3.3 66.7 

If the software is unable 

to solve the intended 

problems 

1 3.3 3.3 70.0 

Did not answer 8 26.7 26.7 96.7 

Not applicable 1 3.3 3.3 100.0 

Total 30 100.0 100.0  

 

Table 5.4 shows that sixteen participants constituting 5 3.3% of all participants 

reported none. They were not aware of and did not experience any failure. At no 

point in the survey did the system fail. One of the sixteen participants noted that the 

system only accepts responses, no output or any other form of interaction, while 

another said that with more training in how to use the system, they could have been 

much quicker. Eight participants constituting 26.7% of all participants did not answer. 

One participant, 3.3%, reported that they did not understand the question. Another 

participant representing 3.3% reported that they did not know if the system failed. 

The remaining number of participants were split between one who noted that when 

they try to extract the data, they need to subscribe first, another one who said the 

system would fail only when it is not well maintained, another one said the system 

would fail if the software is unable to solve the intended problems. Only one 

participant noted that the question did not apply to them.  

 

The system failure data interpretation displays that most participants did not 

experience any failures while interacting with the system. Also noted in the data is 

the need to train participants on how to use the system. 

  

5.3.4.2 Comments 
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Table 5.5 Comments 

Comment 

 

Frequenc

y Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid None 5 16.7 16.7 16.7 

It is an interesting 

research topic allowing 

the user to move out of 

their own research 

comfort zone 

1 3.3 3.3 20.0 

No comment 1 3.3 3.3 23.3 

it was quick and easy to 

use with challenging 

questions 

1 3.3 3.3 26.7 

N/A 1 3.3 3.3 30.0 

It is very useful and 

accurate as well 

2 6.7 6.7 36.7 

I am looking forward to 

learning more skills 

necessary on how to be 

effective in using the 

system 

1 3.3 3.3 40.0 

This was interesting and 

informative 

1 3.3 3.3 43.3 

Fun to use and introduce 

these concepts 

1 3.3 3.3 46.7 

No further comment 1 3.3 3.3 50.0 

The system was very 

clear and understandable 

1 3.3 3.3 53.3 

Did not answer 13 43.3 43.3 96.7 

Not applicable 1 3.3 3.3 100.0 

Total 30 100.0 100.0  

 

 Table 5.5 shows the general comments made by the participants. Twenty-

three participants constituting 76% of all participants did not answer, had no 

comments or found the section did not apply to them. The participants who 

commented made up the remaining 24% of all participants, each with the 

comments below:- 
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 “The system was very clear and understandable”;

 “Fun to use and introduce these concepts”;

 “This was interesting and informative”;

 “It is very useful and accurate as well”;

 “it was quick and easy to use with challenging questions”;

 “I am looking forward to learning more skills necessary on how to be effective

in using the system”; and

 “It is an interesting research topic allowing the user to move out of their own

research comfort zone”.

The interpretation of the data in the comments section displays that most of the 

participants found the system interesting, easy to understand, and a fun way of being 

introduced to research philosophies and paradigms concepts. In contrast, the other 

participants had no further input about the system.  

5.4 Achievement of Objectives 

The study aimed to improve the learning and teaching process by developing a 

specialised corpus of research philosophies and paradigms and using a model that 

will classify input variables into research philosophies and paradigms (RPPs) 

categories. The study set out to address the following objectives: 1) building a corpus 

of research philosophies and paradigms that will be used to train a classification 

model, 2) conduct computer experiments to identify a classifier suitable for this study 

and use it to develop an application and 3) assess the efficacy of the application 

through user testing. This section discusses how the study’s objectives were met. 

5.4.1 Build a corpus of research philosophies and paradigms 

The first objective of building a corpus of research philosophies and paradigms was 

achieved by collecting data on research philosophies and paradigms from sources 

such as PhilPapers, Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Google Scholar, IBSS, 

Philosophy Basics publications, journals, theses, etc. A total of 323 research 

philosophies and paradigms were discovered, out of which only 180 were used for 

the corpus. All collected data was labelled with relevant research philosophies and 
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paradigms categories. The Bag of Words model was used to represent the data in a 

machine-readable format by creating vectors and creating features for each of the 

RPPs to enable the training of the classification algorithms.  

 

5.4.2 Train a classifier and develop an NLP application to recommend RPPs  

 
The second objective of training a classifier and developing an NLP application to 

recommend RPPs was achieved by successfully implementing and training a 

classification model using the RPP corpus. The training corpus was split into a train 

and test set at a ratio of 70-30%. Three machine learning algorithms (Logistic 

Regression, Support Vector Machine and naïve Bayes) learnt how to classify using 

70% of the training corpus data. The remaining 30% of the corpus data was used to 

validate the performance of the algorithms. Classification reports for the algorithms 

were generated with the naïve Bayes classifier performing better than the others with 

a precision rate of 85%, an accuracy rate of 70%, and a recall rate of 76%.  

 

The research methods index application was developed using Python programming 

language, the naïve Bayes algorithm, and the RPPs corpus. The application was 

then deployed on the Microsoft Azure cloud through the Django Web framework.  

The developed NLP Research Methods Index is available through the following link  

http://unisa-rppi.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com:8082/nlp.  

 

5.4.3 Test the application’s ability to recommend a research philosophy and 

paradigm through user testing  

 

The third objective of testing the application’s ability to recommend a research 

philosophy and paradigm through user testing is meant to assess whether the 

systems achieved its aim of improving the knowledge production process by 

recommending research philosophies and paradigms to system users. Users logged 

in to the system and participated in answering the questionnaire relating to their 

worldviews, the nature of reality, and the relevance or importance of research 

values. User input was passed to the Python script created for the trained 

classification for processing. After that the input data were used to determine which 

research philosophy and paradigm to classify input text into. The process was 

http://unisa-rppi.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com:8082/nlp
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achieved by transforming the input text into vectors and using the trained model to 

classify. 

 

5.5 Chapter Summary 

 
This chapter presented the rationale for selecting the naïve Bayes algorithm for 

classification by comparing performance results of the three classification algorithms 

and the rationale behind selecting the Bag of Words model for the representation of 

the text corpus. The usability and acceptability testing results were also evaluated 

and presented in this chapter, together with an analysis of whether and how the 

objectives set out at the beginning of the study were met. Analysis of the various 

measurable variables of the usability and technology acceptance test was done, 

which revealed a general feeling of acceptance for the NLP Research Methods Index 

application. Chapter 6 will discuss future recommendations of the study and also 

provide the conclusion of the dissertation.  
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6 CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
This chapter summarises the study by discussing the recommendations, 

conclusions, and limitations of the study. An overview of the research problem is 

presented first, followed by a discussion of the research questions. 

Recommendations are then made based on the findings obtained in Chapter 5, 

followed by limitations of the study. Recommendations for future research will be 

presented, followed by a conclusion of the whole study. 

 

6.1 Overview 

 
The objective of the study is to enhance learning and teaching by developing a 

natural language processing (NLP) classification model or application and an RPP 

corpus that will be used to train the classification model. The classification model had 

to be trained on the RPP corpus to recommend research philosophies and 

paradigms when provided with the input text. Users had to test the system to 

evaluate if it adds value to the learning enterprise. To this end, the study 

accomplished the following: 

 

 Built an RPP corpus using NLP to be used to train a machine learning 

algorithm on how to classify input text into research philosophies and 

paradigms. 

 Successfully trained and tested the naïve Bayes classifier and used it to 

develop the research methods index application.  

 Recommended research philosophies and paradigms to researchers to help 

improve the knowledge generation process 

 
The study proposed to develop an NLP classification model and build an RPP 

corpus that will be used to classify a participant’s input into research philosophies 

and paradigms in the corpus to recommend a research philosophy and paradigm to 

the participant. As detailed in Chapter 4, the development of the system was done 

using the Spyder IDE and partitioned into the back-end and front-end. The Django 

Web Framework was used to develop the front-end (user interface), whereas the 

back-end was developed using Python and relied on MySQL to create the database. 

This process is shown in the system architecture section. Once the system was 
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working, a usability test was conducted to assess the overall usability, 

appropriateness, and acceptability of the technology. Participants were provided with 

a test script (APPENDIX B) and a post usability questionnaire (APPENDIX C) to 

evaluate their system experience. The results indicate that participants were able to 

complete the expected tasks without any assistance once they could register a user 

account and log into it. The detailed results of the testing were discussed in Chapter 

5. The study achieved its objectives through the design and development of a 

classification model that was trained on an RPP corpus built for the same intention. 

 

6.2 Conclusion 

 

This study is an academic endeavour that has navigated through a minefield of 

sources and conducted research activities with the ultimate objective of developing a 

research methods index (RMI) system based on NLP technologies. The RMI system 

was developed to discern concepts of research philosophies and paradigms. This 

was achieved by developing an RPPs corpus, which was then represented with the 

Bag of Words model in numerical vectors. This representation was used to train and 

evaluate the performance of the naïve Bayes, support vector machine, and logistic 

regression algorithms for the classification of text into research philosophy and 

paradigm categories. The naïve Bayes performed better than the logistic regression 

and support vector machine algorithms, with a precision rate of 85%. Thus it was 

used to create the RMI application. 

 

The system's development also included preparing a questionnaire for participants. 

The questionnaire was prepared to solicit responses about the axiological, 

epistemological, and ontological stances of participants. Based on the responses, 

the system provided a report, which recommended relevant philosophies and 

paradigms to participants.  

 

With these activities accomplished, the study has achieved its objectives: 1) building 

a research philosophies and paradigms corpus, 2) training and selecting a classifier 

that used to develop an NLP application for classifying text into research philosophy 

and paradigm categories, and 3) evaluating the application’s ability to determine the 

research philosophy and paradigm a user’s input belongs to. The corpus is of great 
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value to the study as it was used for training the algorithm used for recommending 

relevant RPPs based on the inputs of the participants. During this study, several 

limitations and research challenges were also encountered, mainly due to 

unavailability of corpus on RPPs. Consequently, many sources of information had to 

be consulted to ensure that the system has in its corpus known RPPs to cater to 

researchers across a wide range of fields of study.  

 

As stated in the study, there has been no published research about applying NLP or 

ML in the classification of text into RPPs categories. Therefore, this study achieved 

its objective of creating a corpus whose utility has been tested and confirmed 

through the feedback of research participants. It makes a modest contribution to the 

enhancement of knowledge production. It also makes a unique contribution, not just 

to learning and teaching but also to establishing a guiding philosophy and paradigm 

in a research endeavour. This study’s achievements could be enhanced through 

future developments as outlined in the recommendations for the future work section 

above. 

 

6.3 Recommendations for Future Work 

 
Feedback from study participants and the study's findings identified some gaps from 

which the developed RMI application would benefit through further research. These 

future developments will greatly improve the functional and practical input to learning 

and teaching. The following enhancements and functionalities are recommendations 

for future work: 

 

a. Discovery and Identification of new and emerging RPPs 

 

A literature review in this study uncovered more research philosophies and 

paradigms that are not covered in a single book, lectures, encyclopaedia, and 

publications. Therefore, the study assists researchers in discovering research 

philosophies and paradigms beyond those covered in most publications. However, 

the study does not go further to establish if there are new and emerging RPPs. It 

would be beneficial to the knowledge enterprise to extend the study’s current 

landscape to include the discovery of new and emerging RPPs.  
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b. Demonstrate how philosophy shapes methods and helps generate 

knowledge 

 

As the study focuses only on helping researchers discover their research philosophy 

and underlying paradigms, it does not guide the researcher into how their philosophy 

shapes methods and helps them generate knowledge. This inadequacy means that 

researchers still have to undergo further study or research to establish which 

methods to use to generate knowledge. Further research that will see the study 

extended to guiding researchers into how their philosophy shapes methods and how 

it helps them generate knowledge will add more value to the current enterprise.  

 

c. Use the RMI application to find more resources on RPPs  

In printing out a report of recommended RPPs for a researcher, the study provides 

further detail about each of the recommended RPPs; however, the detail is not 

exhaustive. A compilation of more sources or resource locators for each of the RPPs 

would benefit the study. It will allow researchers to further interrogate their 

recommended RPPs to determine methods and tools used to conduct research. The 

extension of the RMI application through the implementation of a web-crawler, 

searching the internet for more journals and other resources on the recommended 

paradigms and philosophies, will enhance the study substantially, thereby improving 

the learning and knowledge generation enterprise. 

 

d. Identify the research philosophy and paradigm of individuals in a particular 

group  

 

Another area of future research in relation to this study is the need to enhance the 

system to a level where it can identify if there is a common guiding paradigm in a 

particular group of individuals such as social sciences, health sciences, and 

education. This will help in solidifying the view that to research in a particular field 

such as science, there are specific guiding philosophies and underlying paradigms 

as attested to by Saunders et al. (2012), Guba and Lincoln (1994), and Denzin and 

Lincoln (2005). 
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8 APPENDICES 

 

APPENDIX A: DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS 

 

In this section important key terms for the study are defined for ease of 

understanding. 

Researcher 

In the present study the term researcher refers to any person involved in the 

generation of knowledge. The term is used as an umbrella for students, lecturers and 

knowledge workers alike. 

Research Philosophy 

Research Philosophy refers to a set of convictions and presumptions about the 

generation and improvement of information (Saunders et al., 2009) 

Research Paradigm 

Research paradigm refers to the ideological direction of knowledge workers towards 

the social world they research (Saunders et al., 2009) 

Ontology 

Ontology refers to a belief system that represents an individual’s understanding of 

what constitutes reality. Ontology shapes the way in which a researcher’s views and 

study the object of their research (Saunders et al., 2009) 

Corpus 

A corpus is a database or collection of textual material used in natural language 

processing tasks (Shams, 2010) 

Algorithm 

Algorithm refers to computer program that provides a computer with procedural 

steps of accomplishing a task. (Merriam-Webster, n.d) 

Classifier 

A classifier is a tool that implements the functional mapping of features to the 

predefined categories in a supervised classification model (Loog, 2018).  

Supervised classification model 

Supervised classification models are classification algorithms that use training data to 

know and understand how to relate input text to predefined categories of classes 

(Asiri, 2018).  
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APPENDIX B: TEST SCRIPT 
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APPENDIX C: SYSTEM USABILITY QUESTIONNAIRE 
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APPENDIX D: USER MANUAL 
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APPENDIX E: SAMPLE OF THE CORPUS 
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Field Year Title Author DOI Journal 
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APPENDIX G: ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAMS 

 

 

 

Figure 8.1 Research Methods Index NLP architecture diagram 
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Figure 8.2 Interaction of the components of the MVT pattern (Tutorialspoint, 2019) 

 

 

 

Figure 8.3 User interaction with the NLP application 
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Figure 8.4 Administrator interaction with the NLP application 

 

Figure 8.5 Class diagram of the NLP system 
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Figure 8.6 Entity relationship diagram of the NLP system 

 

Figure 8.7 The NLP process flow diagram for text classification 
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Figure 8.8 The database schema 
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APPENDIX H: PARTICIPATION CONSENT FORM 
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APPENDIX I: ETHICAL CLEARANCE CERTIFICATES
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APPENDIX J: TURNITIN RECEIPT 
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APPENDIX K: SOURCE CODE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Figure K1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATABASES = { 
  'default': { 
     
    'ENGINE': 'django.db.backends.mysql', 
    'NAME': 'nlp', 
    'USER': 'root', 
    'PASSWORD': '****', 
    'HOST': '127.1.0.0', 
    'PORT': '3306',   
  } 
} 
 
ROOT_URLCONF = 'nlp_project.urls' 
 

TEMPLATES = [ 
  { 
    'BACKEND': 
'django.template.backends.django.DjangoTemplates', 
    'DIRS': [], 
    'APP_DIRS': True, 
    'OPTIONS': { 
      'context_processors': [ 
        'django.template.context_processors.debug', 
        'django.template.context_processors.request', 
        'django.contrib.auth.context_processors.auth', 
        'django.contrib.messages.context_processors.messages', 
      ], 
    }, 
  }, 
] 

 

INSTALLED_APPS = [ 
  'django.contrib.admin', 
  'django.contrib.auth', 
  'django.contrib.contenttypes', 
  'django.contrib.sessions', 
  'django.contrib.messages', 
  'django.contrib.staticfiles', 
  'nlp', 
] 

 

Figure 8.9 Create project applications 

Figure 8.10 Installed apps 
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 (Figure 5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

from django.db import models 
from django.contrib.auth.models import User 
 
class user_answer(models.Model): 
  username = models.CharField(max_length=50, null=True) 
class cluster(models.Model): 
  rpp = models.CharField(max_length=100,null=True) 
class paradigm_answer(models.Model): 
  answer = models.CharField(max_length=1000) 
  question = 
models.ForeignKey(paradigm_question,on_delete=models.CASCADE) 
  score = models.IntegerField(null = True) 
  def __str__(self): 
    return self.answer 

 

python manage.py makemigrations nlp_project 
python manage.py migrate 

 

from django.contrib import admin 

from django.conf.urls import include, url 

urlpatterns = [ 

  url('admin/', admin.site.urls), 

  url('', include(('nlp.urls','nlp'), namespace= 'nlp')), 

] 

 

Figure 8.11 Create the data model 

Figure 8.12 Update database schema 

Figure 8.13 Adding url patterns for the nlp application 
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 (Figure 6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

from django.shortcuts import render 
from django.http import HttpResponseRedirect 
from django.shortcuts import get_object_or_404, render, redirect, 
render_to_response 
from django.template import RequestContext 
from django.urls import reverse 
from django.views.generic import TemplateView, FormView, 
ListView 
from . models import user_answer,paradigm_question, cluster 
from django import forms 
from . RMITextClassifier import classify 
from . RuleBased_NER import named_entity 
from nlp.forms import SignUpForm, nlp_form  
from django.contrib.auth.decorators import login_required 
from django.contrib.auth.mixins import LoginRequiredMixin 
from django.utils.decorators import method_decorator 
from django.contrib.auth.models import User 
from django.contrib.auth import login, authenticate 

 

from django import forms 
from . models import user_answer 
from django.contrib.auth.forms import UserCreationForm 
from django.contrib.auth.models import User 
from django.shortcuts import get_object_or_404, render, redirect, 
render_to_response 
from django.forms import modelformset_factory, TextInput 
from django.utils.safestring import mark_safe 
 
class SignUpForm(UserCreationForm): 
  first_name = forms.CharField(max_length=30, required=False, 
help_text='Optional.') 
  last_name = forms.CharField(max_length=30, required=False, 
help_text='Optional.') 
  email = forms.EmailField(max_length=254, help_text='Required. 
Inform a valid email address.')  class Meta: 
    model = User 
    fields = ('username', 'first_name', 'last_name', 'email', 
'password1', 'password2', ) 
 
class nlp_form(forms.ModelForm): 
  class Meta: 
    model = user_answer 
    fields = ('q1','q2','q3','q4','q5','q6','q7','q8','q9','q10',) 

 

Figure 8.14 Defining custom views 

Figure 8.15 Forms.py script 
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Figure 8.16 View of MySQL database schema 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nlp_project/ 
  __init__.py 
  Mod els.py 
  management/ 
    __init__.py 
    commands/ 
      __init__.py 
      my_command.py 
  tests.py 
  views.py 

 
Figure 8.17 Creation of a sub directory of management and command 

from . RMITextClassifier import classify 
def clusterView(request): 
  template_name = 'nlp/results.html' 
  if request.method == ('GET') or request.method == 
('POST'):     
    try: 
      dirname = 'nlp/static/media/' + str(request.user) 
      nlp_query_data = [] 
      nlpUserAnswers =       
        
        nlp_predict = classify(nlp_data, dirname)   

 

Figure 8.18 Use of the ‘GET’ and ‘POST’ methods 
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MODELS.PY 

from django.db import models 

from django.contrib.auth.models import User 

 

# Create your models here. 

class user_answer(models.Model): 

    username = models.CharField(max_length=50, null=True) 

    created_on = models.DateTimeField(auto_now_add=True) 

    updated_on = models.DateTimeField(auto_now=True) 

    q1 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    q2 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    q3 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    q4 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    q5 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    q6 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    q7 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    q8 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    q9 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    q10 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

     

class cluster(models.Model): 

    rpp = models.CharField(max_length=100,null=True) 

    desc = models.TextField(max_length=5000,null=True) 

    ontology = models.CharField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    epistemology = models.CharField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    axiology = models.CharField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    cluster = models.CharField(max_length=100, null=True)     

     

 

class paradigm(models.Model): 

    paradigm_name = models.CharField(max_length=200) 

    paradigm_description = models.CharField(max_length=1000) 
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    def __str__(self): 

        return self.paradigm_name 

     

class paradigm_question(models.Model): 

    question = models.TextField(max_length=1000) 

#    paradigm_component = 
models.ForeignKey(paradigm_component,on_delete=models.CASCADE, 
default='1') 

    def __str__(self): 

        return self.question     

class paradigm_answer(models.Model): 

    answer = models.CharField(max_length=1000) 

    question = models.ForeignKey(paradigm_question,on_delete=models.CASCADE) 

    score = models.IntegerField(null = True) 

    def __str__(self): 

        return self.answer 

 

RMITEXTCLASSIFIER.PY 

 

# use natural language toolkit 

import nltk 

from nltk.stem.lancaster import LancasterStemmer 

from nltk.stem import WordNetLemmatizer 

import numpy as np 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt  

from pathlib import Path 

from django.shortcuts import render 

from nltk.corpus import wordnet 

import spacy 

import random 

from spacy import displacy 

from spacy.util import get_lang_class 

#from django.shortcuts import render 
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# word stemmer 

stemmer = LancasterStemmer() 

lemmatizer = WordNetLemmatizer() 

 

##  classes of training data 

#training_data = 
open("C:/Users/Ntombhi/Anaconda3/nlp_project/nlp/CORPUS_DATA.txt", "r") 

#training_data = training_data.read() 

##if training_data.mode == 'r': 

##    print('success') 

chart_data = [] 

training_data = [] 

# 

training_data.append({"class":"Realism_Absolute idealism","sentence":"Truth exists 
independent of us, whether we know it or not. Physical world is only an appearance 
to our expression of mind. Only one reality or world view in a well balanced manner. 
Knowledge can be seen as mental or spiritual in nature. Knowledge can be obtained 
through pure uniform spiritual consciousness. All views come together in a state of 
harmony. Values and morals are representation of the  truth, not the truth itself"}) 

training_data.append({"class":"Interpretivism_Voluntarism ","sentence":"A person's 
will dictates their reality or views The truth is personal to an individual based on their 
own will Evidence is not required to knowing the truth, only beliefs Values determine 
personal acts and goodness results due to acts of goodwill"}) 

 

#print ("%s sentences of training data" % len(training_data)) 

#print(training_data) 

 

# In[16]: 

 

 

# capture unique stemmed words in the training corpus 

corpus_words = {} 

class_words = {} 
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######LEMMATIZER WordNet Link 

classes = list(set([a['class'] for a in training_data])) 

for c in classes: 

    # prepare a list of words within each class 

    class_words[c] = [] 

 

# loop through each sentence in our training data 

for data in training_data: 

    # tokenize each sentence into words 

    for word in nltk.word_tokenize(data['sentence']): 

        # discard special characters 

        if word not in ["?", "'s"]: 

            # stem and lowercase each word 

            lemmatized_word = lemmatizer.lemmatize(word, pos ="a")    #.lower()) 

 

            # Add new lemmatized word to corpus 

            if lemmatized_word not in corpus_words: 

                corpus_words[lemmatized_word] = 1 

            else: 

                corpus_words[lemmatized_word] += 1 

 

            # add the word to words in class list 

            class_words[data['class']].extend([lemmatized_word])    

#####END LEMMATIZER 

            

             

 

# calculate a score for a given class 

def calculate_class_score(sentence, class_name, show_details=True): 

    score = 0 

    # tokenize each word in our new sentence 

    for word in nltk.word_tokenize(sentence): 
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        # check to see if the stem of the word is in any of our classes 

        if stemmer.stem(word.lower()) in class_words[class_name]: 

            # treat each word with same weight 

            score += 1 

             

            if show_details: 

                print ("   match: %s" % stemmer.stem(word.lower() )) 

    return score 

 

 

## Find the class with the highest score 

#for c in class_words.keys(): 

#    print ("Class: %s  Score: %s \n" % (c, calculate_class_score(sentence, c))) 

 

 

 

# calculate a score for a given class taking into account word commonality 

def calculate_class_score_commonality(sentence, class_name, show_details=True): 

    score = 0 

    

    # tokenize each word in our new sentence 

    for word in nltk.word_tokenize(sentence): 

        # check to see if the stem of the word is in any of our classes 

        if stemmer.stem(word.lower()) in class_words[class_name]: 

            # treat each word with relative weight 

            score += (1 / corpus_words[stemmer.stem(word.lower())]) 

 

            if show_details: 

                print ("   match: %s (%s)" % (stemmer.stem(word.lower()), 1 / 
corpus_words[stemmer.stem(word.lower())])) 

     

    return score 
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# return the class with highest score for sentence: topmost three classes 

def classify(sentence, *args, **kwargs): 

     

    #dirname = Path.cwd().joinpath("algos").joinpath("media").joinpath(str(args[0])) 

    token = nltk.word_tokenize(sentence) 

#    print('TOKENIZED', token) 

    lwrd = ( [lemmatizer.lemmatize(w, get_wordnet_pos(w)) for w in 
nltk.word_tokenize(sentence)]) 

#    print('worlwrd) 

    dirname =  Path.cwd() / str(args[0]) 

     

    if not Path(dirname).is_dir(): 

        dirname.mkdir() 

    

    high_class = None 

    high_score = 0 

    mid_class = None 

    mid_score = 0 

     

    low_class = None 

    low_score = 0 

     

    other_class = None 

    other_score = 0 

    other1_class = None 

    other1_score = 0  

    prdgm6_class = None 

    prdgm6_score = 0 

    prdgm7_class = None 

    prdgm7_score = 0       

 

#    print(sentence) 
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    # loop through our classes 

    for c in class_words.keys(): 

        # calculate score of sentence for each class 

        score = calculate_class_score_commonality(sentence, c, show_details=False) 

        chart_data.append([c.split("_")[1],score]) 

        # keep track of highest score 

        if score > high_score: 

            high_class = c 

            high_score = score 

#            print(high_class) 

        if score < high_score and score > mid_score: 

            mid_class = c 

            mid_score = score 

#            print(mid_class) 

        if score < mid_score and score > low_score: 

            low_class = c 

            low_score = score 

#            print(low_class) 

             

########             

        if score < low_score and score > other_score: 

            other_class = c 

            other_score = score   

#            print(other_class) 

        if score < other_score and score > other1_score: 

            other1_class = c 

            other1_score = score   

#            print(other_class)    

 

        if score < other1_score and score > prdgm6_score: 

            prdgm6_class = c 

            prdgm6_score = score   
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        if score < prdgm6_score and score > prdgm7_score: 

            prdgm7_class = c 

            prdgm7_score = score               

########             

     

    if high_class is not None: 

        if high_class.find("_") == -1: 

            cluster1 = high_class 

            paradigm1 = high_class 

        else: 

            word = high_class 

            cluster1 = word.split("_")[0] 

            paradigm1 = word.split("_")[1] 

    

    if mid_class is not None: 

        if mid_class.find("_") == -1:  

            cluster2 = mid_class 

            paradigm2 = mid_class 

        else:     

            wm = mid_class 

            paradigm2 = wm.split("_")[1] 

            cluster2 = wm.split("_")[0]  

     

    if low_class is not None: 

        if low_class.find("_") == -1:  

            cluster3 = low_class 

            paradigm3 = low_class 

        else:     

            wl = low_class 

            paradigm3 = wl.split("_")[1]  

            cluster3 = wl.split("_")[0]  
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    if other_class is not None: 

        if other_class.find("_") == -1:  

            cluster4 = other_class 

            paradigm4 = other_class 

        else:     

            wl = other_class 

            paradigm4 = wl.split("_")[1]  

            cluster4 = wl.split("_")[0]  

#             

    if other1_class is not None: 

        if other1_class.find("_") == -1:  

            cluster5 = other1_class 

            paradigm5 = other1_class 

        else:     

            wl = other1_class 

            paradigm5 = wl.split("_")[1]  

            cluster5 = wl.split("_")[0]     

 

    if prdgm6_class is not None: 

        if prdgm6_class.find("_") == -1:  

            cluster6 = other1_class 

            paradigm6 = other1_class 

        else:     

            wl = prdgm6_class 

            paradigm6 = wl.split("_")[1]  

            cluster6 = wl.split("_")[0]      

             

    if prdgm7_class is not None: 

        if prdgm7_class.find("_") == -1:  

            cluster6 = other1_class 

            paradigm6 = other1_class 
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        else:     

            wl = prdgm7_class 

            paradigm7 = wl.split("_")[1]  

            cluster7 = wl.split("_")[0]               

                      

          

 

# Plot the graph with three top RMIs: 

             

######BAR CHART 

    print(chart_data) 

    objects = (paradigm1,paradigm2,paradigm3)       #, paradigm4) 

    y_pos = np.arange(len(objects)) 

    performance = [high_score, mid_score,low_score]     #, other_score] 

 

    plt.bar(y_pos, performance, align='center', alpha=0.5, color=['purple', 'blue', 
'cyan'])        #, 'yellow']) 

    plt.xticks(y_pos, objects, rotation='vertical') 

    plt.subplots_adjust(bottom=0.5) 

    plt.margins(0.3) 

    plt.ylabel('% Alignment') 

    plt.title('Recommended RPPs') 

             

######     

 

######PIE CHART             

             

#    height = [high_score, mid_score,low_score, other_score, other1_score, 
prdgm6_score, prdgm7_score] 

#    bars = (paradigm1,paradigm2,paradigm3, paradigm4, paradigm5,paradigm6, 
paradigm7)      #(word2,wm1, wl1) 

#    y_pos = np.arange(len(bars)) 
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#    explode = (0.1,0,0,0,0,0,0) 

#    labels = str( paradigm1 ), str(paradigm2),str( paradigm3),str( paradigm4), str( 
paradigm5), str( paradigm6), str( paradigm7)     #str( word2 ), str(wm1),str( wl1) 

 

# str(high_class), str(mid_class),str(low_class) 

# Create bars 

 

#    plt.bar(y_pos, height, color=['purple', 'blue', 'cyan']) 

     

     

#    colors=['orange', 'cyan', 'red','blue','pink'] 

#    plt.pie(height, explode=explode, colors=colors,labels=labels, autopct='%1.1f%%', 
shadow=True, 

#             startangle=90) 

 

 

########END CHARTS 

# Save graphic 

#    plt.show() 

    plt.savefig(str(dirname) + '/pie.PNG') 

    plt.clf() 

     

     

     

    print( high_class, high_score)  

    print( mid_class, mid_score)  

    print( low_class, low_score )  

    print(other_class ,other_score)      

#    print(other_class ,other_score, high_class, high_score, '\n', mid_class, 
mid_score, '\n', low_class, low_score )   

#return results                    

    return  {"cluster1": cluster1, #high_class, 
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               "cluster2": cluster2,    #mid_class, 

               

               "cluster3": cluster3,    #low_class, 

               

#               "FOR PIE CHART 

               "paradigm1":paradigm1, #LABEL 

               "high_score": high_score, #FIGURE 

               "paradigm2": paradigm2, 

                "mid_score": mid_score, 

               "paradigm3": paradigm3, 

                "low_score": low_score, 

#                FOR PIE CHART 

               "token": token, 

               "lemmatized":lwrd, 

######                

               "other1": other_class, 

               "other2":other_score, 

               "paradigm4":paradigm4, 

               "cluster4": cluster4, 

               "paradigm5":paradigm5, 

               "cluster5": cluster5, 

               "paradigm6":paradigm6, 

               "cluster6": cluster6, 

               "paradigm7":paradigm7, 

               "cluster7": cluster7,                

 

 ######               

            } 

   

def get_wordnet_pos(word): 

    """Map POS tag to first character lemmatize() accepts""" 
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    tag = nltk.pos_tag([word])[0][1][0].upper() 

    tag_dict = {"J": wordnet.ADJ, 

                "N": wordnet.NOUN, 

                "V": wordnet.VERB, 

                "R": wordnet.ADV} 

 

    return tag_dict.get(tag, wordnet.NOUN) 

 

 

RESULTS.HTML 

 

{%extends "nlp/header.html" %} 

   

{% block content %} 

<p class="courier"> 

<p class="courier"><h1> Research philosophy / paradigm report for {{ 
user.first_name }} {{ user.last_name }}</h1></p> 

<p class="courier"></p>  

 

<section> 

<div class="courier"> 

<h3>Research philosophies and paradigms</h3> 

<p class="courier"> This report displays recommended philosophy / paradigm that 
can be employed in your future research and knowledge creation. Research 
philosophy can be thought of as underlying and guiding principles or roadmaps that 
a research is based upon. Philosophy is a multi-dimensional concept that is linked to 
personal ideas about the world, entities, how they interact and exchange knowledge 
with each other. </p>   

<p class="courier">Research philosophies are ideologies or stance that a researcher 
takes during research undertaking. These guide the research in choosing a strategy, 
roadmap, research sources and methods of obtaining the required knowledge from 
the sources. The report can assist you with recommending a philosophy or more that 
that is closer to your ideologies based on answers, which you provided during the 
questionnaire.  

 </p><p class="courier">testing fonts</p> 

</div> 
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<h3> The report is based on a consolidated framework of the work of Denzin and 
Lincoln (2005) and Saunders et al. (2015) and derived using Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) and will show recommended research philosophies and their 
respective paradigms, with the following components:</h3> 

 

<div style="overflow-x:auto;"> 

<p class="courier"> </p> 

 

<table class="table"> 

<tr><td><b> Ontology</b> – ideas about what exists and can be known in the world 
and even whether it is important to know about this existence.</td> </tr> 

<tr><td> <b>Epistemology</b> – the feasibility and extent to which knowledge can 
be acquired, for example can we know anything for certain. And if it possible to 
obtain knowledge what means of acquisition can be used and how can we justify this 
knowledge. </td></tr> 

<tr><td><b> Axiology</b> – the influence that a researcher’s personal values may 
have on the outcomes of research. This also includes ethical behaviour of 
researchers during knowledge creation.</td></tr> 

</t> 

</div> 

</section> 

<p class="courier"></p> 

 

 

<div style="overflow-x:auto;"> 

 

 

<table class="table">{% for item in main_paradigm %} 

<tr class="even"> 

 <font size="5">{{item.rpp}}</font> 

  <ul class="b"><a href="">[More Info]</a> 

   <ul> 

    <li><a href="/algos/results/{{item.rpp}}/" 
target="_blank">Click here for {{item.rpp}} Info 1</a></li> 
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    <li><a 
href="../../static/rmi_documents/output/Research_Methods_for_Business_Students_
C.pdf" target="_blank">Click here for {{item.rpp}} Info 2</a></li> 

    <li><a 
href="../../static/rmi_documents/output/Vosloo_JJ_Chapter_5.pdf" 
target="_blank">Click here for {{item.rpp}} Info 3</a></li> 

   </ul> 

  </ul> 

</tr> 

<tr class="odd"> 

<td>Description</td><td>{{item.desc}}</td> 

</tr> 

<tr class="even"> 

<td>Ontology</td><td>{{item.ontology}}</td> 

</tr> 

<tr class="odd"> 

<td>Epistemology</td><td>{{item.epistemology}}</td> 

</tr> 

<tr class="even"> 

<td>Axiology</td><td>{{item.axiology}}</td> 

</tr> 

{% endfor %} 

</table> 

</div> 

 

 

<!--<p><h4> Predicted Paradigm & Philosophy cluster for {{ user }} is <u>{{ cluster 
}}</u></h4></p> 

 

<div style="overflow-x:auto;"> 

<!--<table>{% for item in main_paradigm %} 

<tr class="even"> 

<td>Paradigm</td><td>{{item.rpp}}</td> 

</tr> 
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<tr class="odd"> 

<td>Description</td><td>{{item.desc}}</td> 

</tr> 

<tr class="even"> 

<td>Ontology</td><td>{{item.ontology}}</td> 

</tr> 

<tr class="odd"> 

<td>Epistemology</td><td>{{item.epistemology}}</td> 

</tr> 

<tr class="even"> 

<td>Axiology</td><td>{{item.axiology}}</td> 

</tr> 

{% endfor %} 

</table--> 

</div> 

 

 

<p><h2>Natural Language Processing </h2> </p> 

<table > 

<td class="courier"> <b>Natural Language Processing (NLP)</b> - This report uses 
Natural Language Processing algorithm on user input captured in the questionnaire, 
for classification into research philosophies and paradigms. This classification is 
based on the created Research Paradigm and Philosophies (RPP) categories 
corpus. The RPP corpus gets tokenized, stemmed, lemmatized and then used to 
train the classification algorithm.  

The Bag of Words (BoW) model is used to calculate a score for each given RPPs 
category in the corpus. The same model is also used to calculate a score for and 
classsify the user input. A comparison of the user input’s score against the corpus 
category scores yields the three topmost RPPs that are closely linked to a 
researcher’s worldview. The results are presented in a pie chart showing the degree 
to which a researcher is aligned to a particular RPP as below: 

</td> 

</table> 

<p><h3>Tokenizing</h3></p> 

<table > 
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<td class="courier"><b>Tokenizing</b> refers to the process where the input string 
is broken down into individual words, phrases or even sentences, referred to as 
tokens, separated by a whitespace.  Special characters, especially punctuation 
marks, and other symbols are ignored in this process. The tokens are used as input 
for the Stemming and Lemmatization processes of NLP. The tokens are checked for 
the number of occurrences within the corpus and then score of each word noted. 
The score are used to tally up the vectors for each class or category of the corpus, to 
be used later when comparing values between input data and corpus, which assists 
in classification. 

The section that follows shows the tokenized user response; </td> 

</table> 

<p></p> 

<p></p>  

<div style="overflow-x:auto;"> 

<table border = "5" bordercolor="#b9c7cb"> 

    <tr class="even"> 

        <th>Tokenized Response</th> 

         

    </tr> 

    <tr class="odd"> 

        <td>{{nlp_predict.token}}{{nlp_predict.tokenized}}</td> 

    </tr> 

         

</table>         

<p> </p> 

<p> </p> 

<p> </p> 

<h3>Lemmatization</h3> 

<table > 

<td class="courier"><b>Lemmatization</b> refers to the processes of changing a 
word back to it's base form in relation to the context in which the word appears. 
Inflected forms of a word are grouped together and treated as a single item for 
analysis purposes. The WordNet lexical database is used to lemmatize the tokens 
using the WordNetLemmatizer algorithm. These lemmatized words, or tokens, are 
used to compare with words, or tokens, in the RPP corpus and each word found gets 
scored for that particular category.  At the end of the process the scores are tallied, 
with the highest score representing the topmost RPP that is recommended for a 
user. 
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The section that follows shows the lemmatized user response;</td></table> 

<p></p> 

<div style="overflow-x:auto;"> 

<table border = "5" bordercolor="#b9c7cb"> 

    <tr class="even"> 

        <th>Lemmatized Response</th> 

         

    </tr> 

    <tr class="odd"> 

        <td> {{nlp_predict.lemmatized}}</td> 

    </tr> 

         

</table> 

 

<p><h3>Named Entity Recognition(NER)</h3></p> 

<table > 

<td class="courier"><b>Named Entity Recognition</b> refers to the process in 
information extraction that seeks to locate and classify named entities in text into 
pre-defined categories. 

NER is used in Natural Language Processing (NLP) of a user's input to identify the 
components that make up the research philosophies and paradigms. The section 
that follows shows the identified entities in a user's response together with the 
respective labels; </td> 

</table> 

<p></p> 

<p></p>  

<div style="overflow-x:auto;"> 

<table border = "5" bordercolor="#b9c7cb"> 

    <tr class="even"> 

        <th>Named Entities</th> 

         

    </tr> 

    <tr class="odd"> 

        <td>{{entities}}</td> 
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    </tr> 

         

</table>  

 

 

 

 

 

<h3>NLP Text classification</h3> 

<table > 

<td class="courier">Natural Languange Processing(NLP) text classification in this 
context aims to automatically classify user input into one or more of the research 
paradigms and philosophies(RPPs) a user is most aligned to. The table that follows 
shows the topmost three(3) RPPs that closely resemble the user's research 
philosophy and paradigm. </td></table> 

<p></p> 

 

 

<div style="overflow-x:auto;"> 

<p class="courier"> </p> 

 

<table class="table" border = "5" bordercolor="#b9c7cb"> <tr> 

<th><a href="" atl="" title="'A research philosophy is a belief about the way in which 
data about a phenomenon should be gathered, analysed and used.'">Research 
Philosophy</a></th> 

<th>Description</th> 

<th><a href="" atl="" title="'Ontology is the study of being. It focuses on several 
related questions: 

    What things exist? (stars yes, unicorns no, numbers . . . yes?) 

    What categories do they belong to? (are numbers physical properties or just 
ideas?)'">Ontology</a></th> 

 

<th><a href="" atl="" title="'Epistemology is the study of knowledge and justified 
belief  

concerned with the following questions: What are the necessary and sufficient 
conditions of knowledge? What are its sources? What is its  
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structure, and what are its limits? As the study of justified belief, epistemology aims 
to answer questions such as: How we are to understand  

the concept of justification? What makes justified beliefs justified? Is justification 
internal or external to one's own mind?'">Epistemology</a></th> 

<th><a href="" atl="" title="'Axiology is a branch of philosophy that studies 
judgements about the value. Specifically, axiology is engaged with assessment of 
the role of researcher’s own value 

 on all stages of the research process.'">Axiology</a></th> 

<th><a href="" atl="" title="A paradigm is a philosophical or theoretical framework 
that is based on scientific research, and on which the theories, methodology, and 
methods that we follow are based. As used originally by the ancient Greeks, the term 
philosophy meant the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake, and comprised ALL 
areas of speculative thought, including the arts, sciences and 
religion.">Paradigm</a></th> 

</tr> 

 

{% for item in other_paradigms %} 

<tr class="{% cycle 'even' 'odd' %}"> 

<td>{{item.rpp}}</td> 

<td>{{item.desc}}</td> 

<td>{{item.ontology}}</td> 

<td>{{item.epistemology}}</td> 

<td>{{item.axiology}}</td> 

<td>{{item.cluster}}</td> 

</tr> 

 

{% endfor %} 

</table> 

<p> <h4>This table shows the three topmost recommended philosophies and the 
underlying paradigms based on the user {{User}}'s response </h4></p> 

</div> 

<p class="courier"> </p> 

<!-- 

<p> <a href= 
"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/"{{nlp_predict.cluster1}}>{{nlp_predict.cluster1}}</a></p
> 
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<p>{{nlp_predict.high_score}}</p> 

<p>{{nlp_predict.mid_class}}</p> 

<p>{{nlp_predict.mid_score}}</p> 

<p>{{nlp_predict.low_class}}</p> 

<p>{{nlp_predict.low_score}}</p> 

<p>{{nlp_predict.nlp_cluster}}</p> 

<p>{{nlp_predict.paradigm_one}}</p> 

<p>{{nlp_predict.paradigm_two}}</p> 

<p>{{nlp_predict.paradigm_three}}</p> 

<p>{{nlp_predict.paradigm_four}}{{User}}</p> 

 

 

<div style="overflow-x:auto;"> 

<p> </p> 

 

 

</div> 

<!-- 

{% for item in nlp_predict %} 

 <p> {{ item }}</p> 

{% endfor %} --> 

<p> </p> 

<p> </p> 

<p> </p> 

 

 

<p> <img src = "/static/media/{{user}}/pie.PNG"/> </p> 

<p><H4> The graph illustrates the order of predicted Philosophies </H4></p> 

</p>  

 

{% for item in userAnswers %} 

<li> {{ item.answer_name }}</li><br> 
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{% endfor %} 

{% endblock %} 

 

RULEBASED_NER.PY 

 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Tue Oct  1 22:56:15 2019 

 

@author: Ntombhi 

""" 

import spacy 

from spacy.lang.en import English 

from spacy.pipeline import EntityRuler 

from spacy import displacy 

 

 

def named_entity(sentence, *args, **kwargs): 

    nlp = spacy.blank('en')         #spacy.load("en_core_web_sm") 

    ruler = EntityRuler(nlp) 

 

    nlp = English() 

    ruler = EntityRuler(nlp) 

     

#   Create labels and patterns(specific words) for RPP components 

    patterns = [{"label": "Ontology", "pattern": "individual"}, 

            {"label": "Axiology", "pattern":  "social"},   

{"label": "Epistemology", "pattern":  "language"},   

{"label": "Ontology", "pattern":  "contradictory"}] 

 

    ruler.add_patterns(patterns) 

    nlp.add_pipe(ruler) 
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    entities =[]  

 

#ruler1 = EntityRuler(nlp) 

    ruler.from_disk("C:/Users/Ntombhi/Anaconda3/lib/site-
packages/en_rmi1_patterns.jsonl")  # loads patterns only 

    ruler.from_disk("C:/Users/Ntombhi/Anaconda3/lib/site-
packages/en_rmi1_entity_ruler")     

 

    doc = nlp(sentence) 

#           

#    print([(ent.text, ent.label_) for ent in doc.ents]) 

#    displacy.serve(doc, style="ent") # print entities using Spacy's entity visualizer 

 

#Save entities and lables for the results template 

    for ent in doc.ents: 

        text = ent.text 

        label = ent.label_ 

        entities.append(text+' | '+label) 

    print(entities) 

 

    return(entities) 

 

VIEWS.PY 

 

from django.shortcuts import render 

from django.http import HttpResponseRedirect 

from django.shortcuts import get_object_or_404, render, redirect, 
render_to_response 

from django.template import RequestContext 

from django.urls import reverse 

from django.views.generic import TemplateView, FormView, ListView 

#from django.forms.formsets import formset_factory 

from . models import  user_answer,paradigm_question, cluster 
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from django import forms 

from . RMITextClassifier import classify 

#from . MRI_NERecognizer import named_entities 

from . RuleBased_NER import named_entity 

# Create your views here. 

from nlp.forms import SignUpForm, nlp_form #,FeatureFormSet #worldViewForm 

from django.contrib.auth.decorators import login_required 

from django.contrib.auth.mixins import LoginRequiredMixin 

from django.utils.decorators import method_decorator 

from django.contrib.auth.models import User 

from django.contrib.auth import login, authenticate 

 

#register view 

def register(request): 

    if request.method == 'POST': 

        form = SignUpForm(request.POST) 

        if form.is_valid(): 

            form.save() 

            username = form.cleaned_data.get('username') 

            raw_password = form.cleaned_data.get('password1') 

            user = authenticate(username=username, password=raw_password) 

            login(request, user) 

            return redirect('../') 

    else: 

        form = SignUpForm() 

    return render(request, 'nlp/register.html', {'form': form}) 

 

#Home page view 

@method_decorator(login_required, name='dispatch') 

class IndexView(FormView): 

    template_name = 'nlp/index.html' 
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    def get (self,request): 

        return render(request, self.template_name, {'User': request.user})   

     

    #Cluster report view 

@login_required 

def clusterView(request): 

 

    template_name = 'nlp/results.html' 

    if request.method == ('GET') or request.method == ('POST'): 

         

       try: 

        ##NLP text classification 

            dirname = 'nlp/static/media/' + str(request.user) 

            nlp_query_data = [] 

            nlpUserAnswers = 
user_answer.objects.filter(username=request.user).values_list('q1','q2','q3','q4','q5','q
6','q7','q8','q9','q10') 

           

            if nlpUserAnswers.count() > 0: 

                 

                for item in nlpUserAnswers: 

                    nlp_query_data.append(item) 

                    sentence = nlp_query_data[0] 

                     

                nlp_data = ' '.join(sentence) 

                

                nlp_predict = classify(nlp_data, dirname)            #RPP classification 

#                nlp_entities = named_entities(nlp_data, dirname) 

                nlp_entities1 = named_entity(nlp_data, dirname)      #named entities 

                

 

     

                if nlp_predict["paradigm1"] is not None: 
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                    print(nlp_predict["paradigm1"])  

     

                    rpp_one =cluster.objects.filter(rpp=nlp_predict["paradigm1"]) 

                    rpp_two =cluster.objects.filter(rpp=nlp_predict["paradigm2"]) 

                    rpp_three =cluster.objects.filter(rpp=nlp_predict["paradigm3"]) 

                    other_paradigms = rpp_one.union(rpp_two,rpp_three) 

                else: 

#                    other_paradigms  = cluster.objects.filter(cluster=user_cluster)[:2] 

#            else: 

                    return render(request, 'nlp/')     

##################################             

#                         

            return render(request, template_name, 

                          { 'other_paradigms':other_paradigms,  

                           'User': request.user,  

                           'entities':nlp_entities1, 

                           #'cluster': user_cluster, 

#                           'nlp_cluster': nlp_cluster, 

                           'nlp_predict':nlp_predict}) 

                          # 'userAnswers': userAnswers 

                   

                           

                           

             

 

       except: 

           return render(request, 'nlp/')  

        

#nlp view 

@login_required 

def nlpView(request): 

    template_name = 'nlp/nlp_questions.html' 
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    if request.method == 'POST': 

        #getting values from post 

        form = nlp_form(request.POST) 

        completed = user_answer.objects.filter(username=request.user).count() 

                 

        if form.is_valid: 

            if completed > 0: 

                user_answer.objects.filter(username=request.user).delete()  

                 

            form.save(commit=False) 

            form.instance.q1 = form.cleaned_data.get('q1')             

            form.instance.q2 = form.cleaned_data.get('q2') 

            form.instance.q3 = form.cleaned_data.get('q3') 

            form.instance.q4 = form.cleaned_data.get('q4') 

            form.instance.q5 = form.cleaned_data.get('q5') 

            form.instance.q6 = form.cleaned_data.get('q6') 

            form.instance.q7 = form.cleaned_data.get('q7') 

            form.instance.q8 = form.cleaned_data.get('q8') 

            form.instance.q9 = form.cleaned_data.get('q9') 

            form.instance.q10 = form.cleaned_data.get('q10') 

            form.instance.username = request.user 

            print(form.instance.q2) 

            form.save(commit=True) 

 

        return render(request,'nlp/report.html') 

     

    else: 

        return render(request, template_name, {'User': request.user})   

 

def reportView(request): 

    template_name='nlp/report.html'  
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    return render(request, template_name, {'User': request.user}) 

 

def tokenizeView(request): 

    template_name='nlp/tokenize.html'  

      

    return render(request, template_name, {'User': request.user}) 
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def classify(sentence, *args, **kwargs): 

     

    #dirname = Path.cwd().joinpath("algos").joinpath("media").joinpath(str(args[0])) 

    token = nltk.word_tokenize(sentence) 

#    print('TOKENIZED', token) 

    lwrd = ( [lemmatizer.lemmatize(w, get_wordnet_pos(w)) for w in nltk.word_tokenize(sentence)]) 

#    print('worlwrd) 

    dirname =  Path.cwd() / str(args[0]) 

     

    if not Path(dirname).is_dir(): 

        dirname.mkdir() 

    

    high_class = None 

    high_score = 0 

    mid_class = None 

    mid_score = 0 

     

    low_class = None 

    low_score = 0 

     

    other_class = None 

    other_score = 0 

    other1_class = None 

    other1_score = 0  

    prdgm6_class = None 

    prdgm6_score = 0 

    prdgm7_class = None 

    prdgm7_score = 0       

 

#    print(sentence) 
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# loop through the RPP classes 

    for c in class_words.keys(): 

        # calculate score of sentence for each class 

        score = calculate_class_score_commonality(sentence, c, show_details=False) 

        chart_data.append([c.split("_")[1],score]) 

        # keep track of highest score 

        if score > high_score: 

            high_class = c 

            high_score = score 

        if score < high_score and score > mid_score: 

            mid_class = c 

            mid_score = score 

        if score < mid_score and score > low_score: 

            low_class = c 

            low_score = score 

        if score < low_score and score > other_score: 

            other_class = c 

            other_score = score   

        if score < other_score and score > other1_score: 

            other1_class = c 

            other1_score = score   

 

        if score < other1_score and score > prdgm6_score: 

            prdgm6_class = c 

            prdgm6_score = score   

             

        if score < prdgm6_score and score > prdgm7_score: 

            prdgm7_class = c 

            prdgm7_score = score               
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    if high_class is not None: 

        if high_class.find("_") == -1: 

            cluster1 = high_class 

            paradigm1 = high_class 

        else: 

            word = high_class 

            cluster1 = word.split("_")[0] 

            paradigm1 = word.split("_")[1] 

    

    if mid_class is not None: 

        if mid_class.find("_") == -1:  

            cluster2 = mid_class 

            paradigm2 = mid_class 

        else:     

            wm = mid_class 

            paradigm2 = wm.split("_")[1] 

            cluster2 = wm.split("_")[0]  

     

    if low_class is not None: 

        if low_class.find("_") == -1:  

            cluster3 = low_class 

            paradigm3 = low_class 

        else:     

            wl = low_class 

            paradigm3 = wl.split("_")[1]  

            cluster3 = wl.split("_")[0]  

 

    if other_class is not None: 

        if other_class.find("_") == -1:  
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            cluster4 = other_class 

            paradigm4 = other_class 

        else:     

            wl = other_class 

            paradigm4 = wl.split("_")[1]  

            cluster4 = wl.split("_")[0]  

#             

    if other1_class is not None: 

        if other1_class.find("_") == -1:  

            cluster5 = other1_class 

            paradigm5 = other1_class 

        else:     

            wl = other1_class 

            paradigm5 = wl.split("_")[1]  

            cluster5 = wl.split("_")[0]     

 

    if prdgm6_class is not None: 

        if prdgm6_class.find("_") == -1:  

            cluster6 = other1_class 

            paradigm6 = other1_class 

        else:     

            wl = prdgm6_class 

            paradigm6 = wl.split("_")[1]  

            cluster6 = wl.split("_")[0]      

             

    if prdgm7_class is not None: 

        if prdgm7_class.find("_") == -1:  

            cluster6 = other1_class 

            paradigm6 = other1_class 

        else:     
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Figure 8.19 Python script for the classifying model 

            wl = prdgm7_class 

            paradigm7 = wl.split("_")[1]  

            cluster7 = wl.split("_")[0]               

                      

          

 

# Plot the graph with three top RMIs: 

             

    print(chart_data) 

    objects = (paradigm1,paradigm2,paradigm3)       #, paradigm4) 

    y_pos = np.arange(len(objects)) 

    performance = [high_score, mid_score,low_score]     #, other_score] 

 

    plt.bar(y_pos, performance, align='center', alpha=0.5, color=['purple', 'blue', 'cyan'])     

    plt.xticks(y_pos, objects, rotation='vertical') 

    plt.subplots_adjust(bottom=0.5) 

    plt.margins(0.3) 

    plt.ylabel('% Alignment') 

    plt.title('Recommended RPPs') 
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from django.db import models 

from django.contrib.auth.models import User 

# Create the models here. 

class user_answer(models.Model): 

    username = models.CharField(max_length=50, null=True) 

    created_on = models.DateTimeField(auto_now_add=True) 

    updated_on = models.DateTimeField(auto_now=True) 

    q1 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    q2 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    q3 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    q4 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    q5 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    q6 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    q7 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    q8 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    q9 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    q10 = models.TextField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

     

class cluster(models.Model): 

    rpp = models.CharField(max_length=100,null=True) 

    desc = models.TextField(max_length=5000,null=True) 

    ontology = models.CharField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    epistemology = models.CharField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    axiology = models.CharField(max_length=5000, null=True) 

    cluster = models.CharField(max_length=100, null=True)     
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Figure 8.20 Script models.py to create the Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
database        

 

class paradigm(models.Model): 

    paradigm_name = models.CharField(max_length=200) 

    paradigm_description = models.CharField(max_length=1000) 

    def __str__(self): 

        return self.paradigm_name     

class paradigm_question(models.Model): 

    question = models.TextField(max_length=1000) 

#    paradigm_component = models.ForeignKey(paradigm_component,on_delete=models.CASCADE, 

default='1') 

    def __str__(self): 

        return self.question     

class paradigm_answer(models.Model): 

    answer = models.CharField(max_length=1000) 

    question = models.ForeignKey(paradigm_question,on_delete=models.CASCADE) 

    score = models.IntegerField(null = True) 

    def __str__(self): 

        return self.answer 
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 Figure 8.21 Spreadsheet for the RPP corpus or dataset 

 

 

Figure 8.22 Training sentences for the corpus 

 

 

Figure 8.23 Words in the RPP corpus and the scores of occurrence in the 
corpus 
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i. User registration (Researcher) 

 

Figure 8.24 Login page of the RMI application 

 

a) Click on ‘register here’ 

 

Figure 8.25 Form for registering a user account 

 

b) Fill in the registration form noting naming conventions and password 

rules; on completion click on sign-up 
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Figure 8.26 Landing page of the RMI NLP application 

 

c) Click on Take Questionnaire and answer questions that follow 

 

Figure 8.27 NLP questionnaire 
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d) Submit questionnaire 

 

Figure 8.28 Button to view the NLP report 

 

 

Figure 8.29 RMI NLP report 

e) View report and Sign out 

 

ii. Administrator 

The administrator has access to sign-in onto the database, maintain tables (modify, 
insert and/or delete table entries) and view them. 
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APPENDIX L : ANNOTATION PROCESS 

 

Tokenization 

 

 

 

Part of Speech Tagging 

 

Stemming and Lemmatization 
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APPENDIX M: BREAK DOWN OF SOURCES FOR THE CORPUS 
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APPENDIX N: DATA STATEMENTS WORKSHEET 

 

 
Data set name: Research Philosophies and Paradigms 
Citation (if available): N/A 
Data set developer(s): Marcia Mkansi, NT Mawila, T Catlyn and SM Mphahlele 
Data statement author(s): NT Mawila 
Others who contributed to this document:  

 
May we draw on your notes and feedback in a report or publication we might write 
about data statements and how to develop them? 

 

A. CURATION RATIONALE  

 
This dataset includes texts relating to the epistemology, ontology and axiology of 
research philosophies and paradigms. The texts have been selected because they 
identify key concepts about the generation of knowledge based on each research 
philosophy and underlying paradigm. The dataset text is obtained from various 
sources such as PhilPapers, Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy, Google Scholar, 
IBSS, Philosophy Basics, Encyclopaedia, etc.  It consists of texts about 180 research 
philosophies and paradigms. The corpus was created with the intention to train 
classification models on RPPs categories which will be used to classify user input 
into these predetermined categories. For the creation of the corpus the study 
engaged in the following activities;  

1. Identify and obtain texts on available research philosophies and paradigms 
2. The study proceeded in pre-processing the data for feature selection for each 

of the RPPs class labels or categories. This was done through the 
identification and extraction of  information about their epistemology, ontology 
and axiology components  

3. The BoW text modelling technique was then used to convert the identified 
texts into numbers (vectors) for use with any machine learning algorithm 

 

B. LANGUAGE VARIETY/VARIETIES 

 
The language used for the RPPs-dataset is representative of the language used for 
conducting research and in line with the pedagogy philosophy of knowledge 
generation. This language is widely used in academia when mention of research 
methodology is made.  

 

C. SPEAKER DEMOGRAPHIC 

 
Being researchers, the compilers of the texts contained herein are conversant with 
the language used in knowledge generation. The texts are compiled by three 
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students, two of whom are completing their Master’s and the other completing their 
PhD degrees.  

 

D. ANNOTATOR DEMOGRAPHIC 

 

The initial database of research philosophies and paradigms was first compiled by 
Professor Marcia Mkansi, This was later expanded by the team of three students 
working under her supervision (Ms NT Mawila, Ms T Catlyn and Mr SM 
Mphahlele).The annotators are these three students who are conversant with the 
concepts of research philosophies and paradigms at the university of South Africa 
(UNISA). 

 

 

E. SPEECH SITUATION 

N/A 

 

F. TEXT CHARACTERISTICS 

 
The dataset text is obtained from various sources such as PhilPapers, Stanford 
Encyclopaedia of Philosophy, Google Scholar, IBSS, Philosophy Basics, 
Encyclopaedia, Dissertations, etc. These sources provide further information about 
research philosophies and paradigms and how they have been used in conducting 
research. 

 

G. RECORDING QUALITY 

N/A. This dataset only includes text data.  
 

 

H. OTHER 
 

N/A 

 

I. PROVENANCE APPENDIX 

 
N/A. No datasets exist for research philosophies and paradigms.  
 


